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fares e 
r i se  meet crisis VANCOUVER (CP) -CP 
Air has announced increases 
In domestic air fares ef about 
three to five per cent ef- 
fective Jan. I. 
The increases are subject 
to approval by the Canadian 
transport commission. 
"Like everyone else, we 
face cost increases in all 
areas, especially for wages, 
fuel, airport and landing 
fees," said G. E. Manning, 
company marketing vice- 
president, in a news release 
today. 
"n 1979 airport user fees 
are expected to be ap- 
proximately 26 per cent 
higher ttan in 1978 and fuel 
costs are anticipated to in- 
crease more than eight per 
cent." 
CP Air also said there will 
he some lower fares, with 
Canadian charter class 
advance booking rates being 
reduced for mid:week travel 
during off.peak periods. 
The company said a new 
35-per-cent discount ex- 
cursion fare is proposed for 
the British Columbia-Yukon- 
Alberta routes. 
Manning said, in ex- 
plaining revisions to 
Canadian charter class fares 
to provide for seasonal 
levels, that here is a need to 
even out traffic patterns and 
lower rates are planned 
when passenger loads 
traditionally are light. 
The proposed regular 
economy class fare between 
Toronto and VancouVer, for 
example, would be $211, 
compared with the present 
n01: " 
Judges 
inquiry 
quashed 
British Columbia govern- 
ment will not initiate an 
inquiry into the cir- 
cumstances which lead to 
the resignation of John 
Farris as chief justice of the 
B.C. Court of Appeal, 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom said Wednesday. 
Gardom said the matter is 
a federal responsibility and 
it is up to Farris to reveal the 
reasons for his resignation if 
he wishes to so, 
Farris submitted his 
resignation last week in the 
wake of an investigation into 
his affairs by the Judicial 
Council of Canada. 
The investigation began 
after Farris' name was 
found in a notebook obtained 
by Vancouver vice squa.d 
detectives during an m- 
vesUgation of a city apart- 
ment that police suspected 
was being operated as a 
bawdy house. 
The council dropped its 
investigation following the 
judge's resignation. 
Yankee 
bubbly 
prices 
dropped 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
IAquorDlstribution Branch 
has reduced the price of 
cur rent inventor ies  of 
American beer by as much 
as $1.24 a dozen effective 
Wednesday in an attempt to 
clear the beer from shelves, 
the branch said in a new* re- 
lame. 
A case ef 12 OUIIM. 
now wm c0,t,aJMkdlglm of. 
to ounce cam, ~l l~ml .~,  
and a d~ I ~  cans 
will e~t U.~. 
The lower pdee levels put 
the American beer slightly 
below current prices of 
Canadian beer. 
Current surplus inventory 
of American beer is 
catlmated to be 254,000 
do~Jl. 
RUPERT STEEL & SKVABE LYD. 
wo buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL METALS & BATTER IES 
lION.- SliT. 
OPEN TIL 5 p.m. 
Looation Seal Cove Phone 624.6635 
CAIRO (AP) -- Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat said 
Wednesday the peace-treaty 
talks between Egypt and 
Israel are in a state of 
serious crisis and he raised 
the possibility of a suspen- 
sion to allow the two coun- 
tries time to consider their 
the new Egyptian propc6als 
by Vice.President Hosni 
Mubarak, whom Sadat 
dispatched to Washington on 
Wednesday, the Egyptian 
sources aid. 
There was no indication in 
Jerusalem when the Israeli 
cabinet will resume its 
discussions. The cabinet had 
met to take up a new U.S. 
proposal designed to break 
the snags in the Washington 
talks. 
.s,,,oo. Hearing finds I Informed Egyptian sources said their govern- 
ment has new proposals 
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Council supported candidate she said 
in the municipal election. 
Both he and his coun- 
te rpar t ,  Marguer i te  
Clarkson, said they will act 
as independent voices on 
council. They spoke to a 
small group at a "town hall 
meeting" in the Terrace 
Hotel on Tuesday. 
*'There is a view that the 
mayor is the only voice on 
council but we will provide 
another voice," • said 
Clarkson. 
They want to ensure that 
local services are main- 
mined atld expanded and 
that taxpayers have a 
greater local voice in 
decisions made, both 
provincially and federally, 
that affect them. 
They want a revised tax 
base which would include 
heavier taxes on those who 
can pay and lesser taxes on 
homeowners. They say they 
will investigate the 
possibility of land-banking 
for residential construction 
and the development of 
cooperative housing. 
Services in Terrace should 
equal, or .4urpass, ervices in 
neighboring communities 
and major • urban centres, 
they say. Municipal council 
can serve as a catalyst for 
people services and council 
should actively encourage 
the development of better 
day care, alcohol and drug 
counselling, legal aid ser- 
vices, and a home for bat- 
tered wives, they said. 
Johnston said he is amazed 
council is allowed to plan for 
the future of the community 
behind clos.ed oors. He and 
Clsrkson support a com- 
prebensive publicly debated 
plan for the future. 
They said that both senior 
levels of government should 
become directly involved in 
the industrial growth of 
Terrace and municipal 
government can provide 
input owards that dirnction, 
Joiniston said he has heard 
figures that there are only 
seven,to 10 years of trees left 
and Terrace Is still basically 
a one i'osource town. He said 
secondary industry, like 
production of aluminum 
products, a distillery or 
brewery, or furniture 
making factory should be 
started. 
He said coal trains will 
soon be passing through 
Terrace and coal is used for 
making many products at 
Both candidatt~ said that 
if they are dected they will 
put a resolution before 
COUllt'il giving it six months 
of two children. She, has 
worked for newspapers and 
radio. She is presently the 
program administrator for 
the job creation branch of 
.,~ TA_!{ SIIIP-CHA R 1 T Y 
Johnston is a graduate 
with a B.A. in History and 
Political Science from York 
University. 
A good investment this 
T~,rrac,- Kitimat residents 
will have Ihe opportunity to 
buy shares in a.Slar Wars 
starship at KitHnat's City 
('enlre Mall on Friday and 
POLL 
Saturday. As an extra sponsoring the events Io 
feature there will be two raise $5,0001rom this region. 
Gong Shows held in the mall. The starship display and a 
The Canadian Muscular booth will be set up in the 
Dystrophy Association is upper level mall. Shares are 
TIMES, 
in the City Centre Mail. 
There wtH be a honpital 
poll in Terrace on Friday 
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
Murdo Macdonald, 
Terrace returning officer, 
said 21 people turned out 
to the advance pall in 
Terrace on Monday. 
Municipal voters in 
Terrace and Kitimat 
must be registered to 
vote. Persons registering 
• must be Canadian 
citizens or British sub- 
jects, residents ofCanada 
for 12 months, residents 
of B.C. for six months and 
residents of the 
municipality for three 
months. Anyone who is 
not registered can do so at 
the municipal hall before 
election day or at the 
polls, said Macdonald. 
$1 and each "buyer" will 
have his or her name put on 
the starship. 
On Friday at 7:30 p.m. and 
on Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in 
the lower level mall there 
will be two (;ong Shows to 
Poll~ for Ihe municipal 
election in Terrace will 
open at 8 a.m. on 
Saturday, Nov. 18 in 
Clare,lee Michiei 
Elementary School at 
3430 Sl~U'ks St. and will 
close al II p in. 
l'olls for the municipal 
cleclion m Kilimat will 
open at 8 a.m. on 
,~durday in the Anglican 
Church Ilali at 1739 
Gyrlalcon St., in the 
Presbyterian Church at 
IT/4 Nalabila Blvd., in the 
Baptist Church Iiall at 840 
Columbia and the main 
lobby ,f Kitimat General 
llospital. They will close 
at 8 p.m. 
Advance polls in 
Kitimat are open between 
12 noon and 5:30 p.m. 
until Friday at the 
District of Kitimat offices 
Ill 
designed to avoid a total 
deadlock in the Washington 
talks while still holding to 
Egypt's primary demands. 
In Jerusalem, the Israeli 
cabinet cut short its review 
of the Israeli-Egyptian 
negotiations to await he new 
proposals. 
In Washington, the White 
House" said U.S. President 
Carter met with Israeli 
Defenee Minister Ezer 
Weizman on Tuesday to ask 
Israel to wait until Egypt's 
new position is clear before 
making any decisions. 
Sadat, speaking to 
university professors and 
students in Ismailia, a Suez 
Canal town, said: 
"We have gone a long way 
,a~ the Washington talks and 
;:h~ve achieved 90 per cent of 
'the road. 
"Now we are at a serious 
crisis and if we can avoid it 
in order to achieve the 
remaining 10 per cent by 
suspending the talks for a 
while to allow the parties to 
think again and then resume, 
so be it." 
• Sadatdid not ela~l~i)rate on 
the nature of the crisis, nor 
did he refer to the reported 
fresh formulation ofEgypt's 
demands. However, in- 
formed sources in Cairo 
said: "The word crisis can 
be underlined. It is very 
real." 
The Washington 
negotiations have been 
snarled by Egyptian 
pressure to tie the tran- 
sformation of the Israeli- 
occupied Jordanian West 
Bank and Gaza Strip into an 
autonomous Palesttnian 
region to the development of
peaceful relations between 
Egypt and Israel. 
Israel wants the peace 
treaty tostand on its own and 
has opposed setting any 
timetable on the develop 
ments in the West Bank or 
Gaza Strip. 
There was some confusion 
in Western diplomatic ir- 
cles in Cairo as to the weight 
of the new Egyptian 
proposals, particularly over 
raisemoney.Therearesome a report that Sadat is 
good acts including the demanding the return of the 
Unknown ('orate, Can-Can Gaza Strip. Egypt adminis- 
girls, the Mount Elizabeth tered the territory from 1948 
Secondary School to 1967, when it was captured 
cheer leaders ,  Shir ley bylsrael. 
Temple and the Saints, an 
instrumental group. 
Nuns picket 
TOitONTO (CP) -- About 
20 nuns from a Quebec order 
picketed The Sun today to 
protest against a Nov. 2 story 
that said Roman Catholic 
officials have called the 
order's fund-raising drive a 
a con game. 
The nuns, dressed in blue 
habits, capes and head 
dresses, are members of the 
Order of Mother of God. 
Sadat, harshly criticized 
by some Arab states for 
ignoring the Palestinlans, 
has insisted that a link be 
made. Because of Israel's 
rejection of Egyptian 
demands thus far, the 
sources aid, Sadat is trying 
to deal with Gaza first, 
leaving the West Bank for 
later. 
"It is less emotional ... 
than the West Bank," one 
source said. "it would he 
easier to implement s eps in 
Gaza than in the West 
Bank." 
Carter will he briefed on 
no conspiracy 
in King death 
WASHINGTON ~AP) -- 
The House of Represen- 
tatives assassinations 
committee said Wednesday 
it could find no evidence that 
James Earl Ray was ever 
paid to assassinate civil 
rights leader Martin Luther 
King Jr. 
Ray probably financed his 
flight from the assassination 
scene in Memphis, Tenn. 
with cash obtained in an. 
Illinois bank robbery, 
committee investigators 
have concluded. 
"If there is a conspiracy, 
then there is no evidence that 
he . (Ray) received 
payment," said Robert 
Blakey, the committee's 
chief counsel. 
Following • the King 
assassination, on. April 4, 
1968, Ray fled to Atlanta, 
took a bus to Detroit,.crossed 
into Canada, flew to 
England, went on to Per-, 
tugal, then  returned to 
London and was arrested 
June 8, 1968. 
Those who believe there 
was a conspiracy tokill King 
have always cited the lack of 
any apparent source of in- 
come which Ray could have 
used to pay travel and other 
expenses, including phony 
documentation used by Ray 
to mask his identity.. 
In testimony Wednesday, 
committee investigator 
Edward Evans recounted a
detailed examination of 
Ray's finances from the time 
of his escape from prison to 
his capture at London's 
Heathrow Airport. 
Evans estimated that Ray 
spent $9,607.94, and took in 
$I,238.M from known sources 
during the period. He had 
$1,14 in his pocket when 
arrested. 
Refugee ship 
is forced out 
PORT lff.ANG (QP) -,. 
D~pits pressure f~om 
Unitnd Staten and a 
appeal from the Unltad 
Natinm high commissioner 
for refugees, the Mak~lan 
government decided Wed- 
nasday to force a frekihter 
packed with 2)500 Viet- 
namese, mostly ethnic 
Chinese, to leave its 
territorial waters. 
In Paris, Deputy Foreign 
Minister Olivler Stim told 
the national assembly that 
France is willing to accept 
all the refugees aboard the 
Hal Hong who "express a 
wish to settle in France." 
The French government 
has a long-standing policy to 
admit refugees from the 
former French colonies of 
Vietnam, Laos and Cam- 
bodia, Stim said. 
In Ottawa, immigration 
officials said Canada is 
willing to consider admitting 
refugees who have relatives 
in Canada or those with 
promise-of-visa letter., 
handed out prior to the 
Communist takeover in Viet- 
nam several years ago. 
Canada might also take 
others, depending on 
whether they meet selection 
standards, but was awaiting 
results of an investigation 
into the plight of the refugees 
by the UN commission, 
officials said. 
Soviet hijacker 
killed by guards 
MOSCOW tAP1 -- Security 
guards killed an armed mn 
who attempted to hijack a 
Soviet airliner on a domestic 
flight near the borders of 
Turkey and lrsn, the news 
agency Tass said Wed- 
nesday. 
It was the second such at- 
tempt in the same region 
along the southern herder of 
the Soviet Union in six 
months. In the previous 
incident, the hijacker also 
was killed. 
The Tass announcement 
gave only the barest details 
of the latest incident. It 
identified the hijacker as 
E.M. Maknayev and said 
that no passengers were 
harmed, 
MARGARET MEAD 
Well known anthropologist dies 
NEW YORK tAP) -- 
Margaret Mead, famedU.S. 
anthropologist, died in 
hospital here Wednesday 
after a year-long battle with 
cancer. She was 76. 
She entered hospital Oct. 2, 
no longer able to work at her 
headquarters in the 
American Museum of 
Natural flistory was she was 
the retired curator of 
ethnology. She also had 
occupied chairs of an- 
thropolngy at Columbia and legalization of marijauna Robert Murphy, a Columbia 
Fordham universities, because banning it bred University anthropologist 
Miss Mead, whose early conflict between children and former department 
fame and professional and parents and that was 
reputation were based on worse than any harm the 
exhaustive field studies of drug did. 
.primitive Pacific island During her half-century in 
cultures, always stayed in anthropology, Miss Mead 
tune and in touch with the refined the technique of 
young of the modern world, using pictures by the 
She angered some U.S. thousands as part of her 
political conservatives, who basic data. * 
objected to her views on Making anthropology 
marijuana and generational popular was among her 
conflict.Shesaidshe favored major achievements, said 
chairman. 
"She pioneered two im- 
portant fields, being the firsl 
to take a cross-cultural look 
at childhood and the role of 
culture in shaping per- 
sonality," he said. "In 1949, 
she wrote Male and Female, 
20 years before the rest of the 
world turned its eyes on the 
female role." 
Miss Mead, born Dec. 16, 
1901 in a suburb of 
Philadelphia, preached that 
a large, cohesive family was 
the best environment for a 
child to .grow in. She 
regretted the passing of 
multigenerational 
households--children, 
parents and grandparents-- 
like the one in which she 
grew up. 
But she thought the in- 
stitution of marriage was 
dispensable and went 
three marriages and 
divorcm, 
[]he kept her maiden ame 
LUltouMh all three, an- 
il~patbqi the rise of the 
~pllDa..mlinist movement. She 
ikqplored the idea that up- 
bringing and social pressure 
gave boys advantages over 
girk, but also maintained 
that some roles were 
legitimately the province of 
one sex or the other. 
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IN PRINCE GEORGE 
Gas price opposed 
PRINCE GEORGE, B,C.' 
(CP) - Propased rat, i~  
creases by Inland NlitUrSl 
Gas were opposed Tuesday 
by the city prior to a public 
hearing conducted by the 
British Columbia Energy 
Commisslo I 
The city i its brief called 
Inland a monopolistic 
operation that has little risk 
and therefore should have 
little return on its equity, 
Other briefs said the in- 
creases would force a switch 
to alternate forces of energy 
and would drive business 
away from the Central In- 
terior city and the north in 
general. 
Most briefs presented so 
before the hearing resumed far in other -cdmmonlties 
The briefs were released 
te~a~unding opposition has 
surfaced against the corn- 
paW's argument that energy 
conservation is forcing 
Inland to seek the rate in- 
crease of 10 per cent on 
_ lessened returns. 
contain the countering 
argument that higher rates 
would force consumers to 
conserve more and would 
force the company to request 
further rate increases be- 
cause of reduced sa les . . .  
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Ready-Mix 636-3936 
OONORETE 44.34 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE,  B.C. 
OUSTOM CONCRETE PROD. 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rock 
~. YeUowhead Fire Protection aml 
PRIVAI| iNV|SI IGAIOR 
4635 LAZELLE AVENU• 
T•RRACE. 6.C. PHONE (604) 635.3863 
VgG 3N5 OR (604) 635.3861 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture - Auto & Merine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair • Van Conversion Access0rles • R,V. Supplies • 
Boattopplng & Hardware • Vinyl Car Tops • 
Headliners. Tonneau Covers - AUto Carpet - V.W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
$225 • Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
VISITORS 
WELCOME l -  ORDE RD. 
Call us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
SLOW ELECTRIC STONEWARE COOKER 
With Easy Cleaning 
Removable Liner 
"cooks  al l  day wh i le  the cook's  away." 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606Lazolle Ave., Terraoe 
Ph. 636-6676 l i :  ~ ',[H~:, 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat, 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-O p.m. CLOSED MONDAY 
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No exemption 
for this land 
Twenty.five properties 
were given tax exempt 
status by Terrace council 
Monday night, but most 
discussion was reserved for 
one property which had a 
request for tax exemption 
turned own by council. 
The Terrace and District 
Christian Council for Social 
Resources had asked council 
to exempt property owned by 
it located at 2708 Sparks Sl. 
on the grounds that this 
building is used, "us a home 
'for the care of children". 
The Christian Council 
:claimed that since their 
.other property at 5013 
Halliwell already receives a
tax exemption the one on 
Sparks Street should receive 
similar treatment. 
Mayor Dave Maroney 
explained to council that the 
Halliwell property has dover 
• received an official tax 
exemption but had been 
"missed" by the tax 
assessor. The mayor quickly 
added that the assessor 
involved is not an employee 
of the District of Terrace. 
In a long letter to council 
the Christian Council ex- 
plained that the provincial 
government department of
human resources, has in- 
dicated that taxes can in 
future be included in the 
expenses for these ~omes but 
no money is available for 
back taxes. At the moment 
the property on Sparks 
Street is two years in arrears 
on their tax bill. 
The Christian Council 
asked that council give them 
a grant to cover the tax 
arrears and also consider a
tax exemption. 
Helmut Glesbrecht, who is 
chairman of the city's 
council's finance committee, 
moved a motion that this 
particular group not be given 
a tax exemption for the 
Sparks Street property. 
"They serve a worthwhile 
function, but so do many 
others," Ginsbrecht said. 
"The senior governments 
are always telling us to 
create facilities to fill any 
vacuums in services, but 
then they let these groups 
scrounge for money. This is 
obviously a funding problem 
for the department of 
human resources, not for 
municipal council," the 
alderman pointed out. 
Alderma'n David Pease 
complained that the letter 
from the Christian Council 
was ambiguous and that 
council should find out for 
sure if the provincial 
government intended to pay 
future taxes on this site. 
"If not we will put them 
(the Christian Council} in an 
impassible position. 
, Council finally agreed that 
the finance committee 
should meet with the 
Christian Council to discuss 
a possible grant but that a 
tax exemption would not be 
g iven .  
Those properties which did 
receive xemptions included 
17 ehurchos, one home for 
the elderly, Mills Memorial 
H0~pitai, two schools, the 
curling club, the Little 
Theatre, the Three. Rivers 
Workshop and the women's 
auxiliary of the hospital. 
Public schouls and 
government buildings do not 
require council exemption as 
this is done by provincial 
law. 
Some teachers 
have settlement 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -caaselessthan40psreentof 
Four more school districts in 
the province have reached 
agreement with their 
teachers on new contracts, 
bringing to 19 the number of 
disricts that have either 
ratified a contract or.~lgreed 
' in committee to a • settle- 
i ment. ~ ~.*. ' .... - 
In districts where no 
agreement is reached by 
midnight tonight, the 
disputes will be referred to 
binding arbitration. 
Fifty-six districts have yet 
to sign contracts and only 17 
of those are actively in- 
volved in negotiaties, ad 
Ar 
ie Myers' spokesman for the 
British Columbia Teachers 
Federation. 
Myers said agreements-in- 
committee were reached 
Tuesday in Smithers and 
Fernie, while teachers in the 
Cequltlam and Vancouver 
Island North school districts 
rntfled one-year contracts, 
providing for 8.04 and 7.95 
per cent wage increases, 
respectively. 
Meanwhile, teachers in 
Vernon and Kamloops 
rejected contract offers from 
their school boards. 
The vote by Vernon 
teachers was the second in 
as many days. They had 
rejected the two-year con- 
tract offer Monday, hat a 
second vote was taken be- 
the district's 467 teachers 
voted the first time. 
"There is no doubt that 
Vernon teachers wanted all 
their votes counted as 
negative votes by the zone 
bargaining committee," said 
Nigel Hngh~, spokesman 
for the VernonTeachers 
• Association. 
A series of weather systems 
continue to approach from 
the south bringing overcast 
skies with perieds of rain. 
The high today is 4 degrees 
Celsius, and the overnight 
low is 0 degrees Celsius. 
Friday Is expseted to be 
cloudy with snowllurries. 
Meet ing 
planned 
An important meeting on 
Thornhill's water system 
will be held at the Com- 
munity Hall tonight at 8 p.m. 
Staff members from the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine will be at the meeting 
with a group of technical 
advisors to answer 
questions. 
Tow-away not 
automat ic  but.. .  
"The automatic tow- policy which would result 
away is no longer in cars being towed away 
automatic," said if they were parked in 
alderman Alan Soutar at certain ureas, 
Monday's council The new policy, as yet 
meeting, to be decided, does not 
In a report to council mean that cars can not be 
from the finance, general towed away but it will be 
government and necessary for an RCMP 
protective services officer to make the 
committee it was noted decision. 
by chairman of the Giesbrecht told council 
committee, Alderman that during the com- 
Helmut Giesbreeht, that mittee's meeting with the 
following discussions with RCMP several "very 
RCMP in Terrace the useful", suggestions were 
idea of an automatic tow- presented. 
away policy has been "Besides, the RCMP 
dropped, seems to have a much 
It had been suggested better attitude about 
at a meeting during enforcing city bylaws," 
October that it might be •Alderman Bob Cooper 
necessary to institute a added. 
Little politics 
at final meeting 
Despite the fact that Bob Cooper and Alderman 
Monday's council meeting Vie Jolliffee, regional 
was the final one before tlistrict representatives are 
elections are held this up for election this Saturday. 
Saturday little politicking Alderman Alan Soutar 
was done by aldermen, suggested that the members 
The only mention of of next year's regional 
elections was brought about councilshould attend. Soutar 
as the result of a letter from said, he did not mean that 
the Union of British Cooper or Jolliffe would not 
Columbia Municipalities. be re-elocted but 
The letter informed council representatives will be 
that a special meeting of appointed to regional district i 
UBCM will be held Dec. t t in during the inaugural 
Vancouver. meeting of the new Terrace 
The meeting is to discuss council to be held in 
the anticipated report of the December. 
review committee on "But how will they know 
regional districts to be anything about what is going 
released soon by the on?" asked Alderman 
Munister of Municipal Af- Helmut Giesbrecht, 
fairs. . Mayor Dave Maroney 
Council members agreed pointed out that the meeting 
that the meeting was of in Vancouver-must be ex- 
sufficient impart that tremely important• for 
Terrace should send UBCM to call a special 
representation. The snag convention. He suggested 
came when they tried to some way would have to be 
decide who should go to the found to send representation. 
convention. Alderman David Pease 
Under normal cir- ended the discussion by 
cumstanees the two mem- suggesting that three 
bars of regional council plus "blank" reservations be 
the mayor would attend, made with the airlines. 
however, both Alderman ..... 
' 
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........... ;Laundry 
Jlpplianoot 
Kalum 
TV, Stereo & Applianoes 
KALUM ELECTRIC LTD. 
3234 Kalum St. 635-6286 
2 Year Warranty on all Parts & Labour 
I0 Year Warranty on Transmission 
Kitimat defeats curfew 
Kitimat's proposed curfew 
by law died quietly Tuesday, 
mourned only by Acting 
Mayor Fran Busche/t. 
The motion to approve the 
by law which would have 
kept children 15 years of age 
and under off the streets 
between It p.m. and 6 a.m. 
failed to find a seconder and 
was pronounced dead to the 
evident relief of most council 
members. 
A group of home owners 
from the Kildala area whose 
basements were flooded 
during recent storms when 
sewers hacked up attended 
the meeting to request in- 
formation about damage 
claims and what steps 
council will take to prevent 
such flooding in the future. 
Spokesman for the group, 
Grant Polmanter, of 30-185 
Konigus St., said the lift 
pump which protects the 
easily-flooded Kildala area 
had been shut down because 
of the power outage resulting 
in basements flooded with 
sewage. He asked council to 
consider installing an 
emergency generator to 
protect residents during 
future power  failures. 
Council also received a 
request from the Kitimat 
Flying Club for a signature 
of approval on their ap- 
plication to the Ministry of 
Transport for $50,000 to build 
an airstrip on 400 acre:~ o! 
land located just off the 
Terrace-Kitimat highway 
between Nalabila and 
Humphrey's creeks. 
The 400 acres of crown 
land has been allotted to the 
group by the B.C. Depart- 
ment of transport to develop 
as a community project 
under the Airport Assistance 
Program. 
In other business, council 
agreed to renew its lease for 
office space in the City 
Centre Mall for another five 
years, llowever, the space 
leased from Fifth Lehndorff 
Canada Limited will cost 
$20,350 more than during the 
past five years. 
In his report to council, 
Municipal Manager Ben de 
Kleine estimated that the 
yearly rental will increase to 
about $61,000 from the 
present rate of $40,650. 
A report on negative 
growth in Kitimat's Service 
Centre was sent back to the 
Advisoi'y Planning Com- 
nuttee with a request for 
nmre information. 
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Northwest and Central B.C., Skeena, Nass, Kitimat, 
Kispiox River Valleys - Queen Charlottes - Port Hardy 
TOUR PROVlNOIAL GOVERNMENT IS DESIROUS OF SURVEYING AND 
~ ~ [  , For harmony in Council. 
: r *Has confidence In Terrace. 
...... ~ ! ,k Has 32 years business 
~ ~ ~  I experience. 
* ;:rvPl°a;n:dtPr°g rlss ive 
i IA / i l  ,Has been involved In Terrace 
m ~~m m I Commumty work for 14 years. 
'q' A PII ,,,OHKE, .,[ 
DETERMINING THE EXTENT OF LOSS AND DAMAGE TO PROPERTY OF 
INDIVIOUALS AND SMALL BUSIN~i~SES AFFEOTED BY FLOOD 
OOOURRING OOT. 31 - NOV. 7, 1978 
The areas to be assessed are those within the boundaries approved by the Federal- 
Provincial Joint Committee as follows:- 
Following a line due east from Stewart (The International Boundary) to a point 
directly north of North Bulkley (8 miles east of Houston) then prnce .eding !n a straight 
line south toa location parallel to a potnt 10 miles sonm of Port Ha ruy sno processing 
in a westerly direction to the west of Vancouver Island and then north, encompassing 
the queen Charlotte Islands and then proceeding east and north following the United 
States-Canada boundary up the Pearse Canal and Portland Canal to Stewart, B.C. 
Damage will be as~sed by members of the Canadian Independent Adjusters 
Ceafercnce, appointed b.v the government to carry out this service. The results of 
tboir assessment oneempk~.~.ton will be submitted tothe Previl~cial Government for 
cons1~'=zatlon. 
ln~ivid~tls who wish to have t~ i r  flood damage appraised are notified that all 
requests fo, qssessment must be sab,nitted by November 30th, 1978 on forms 
available from t,~d returnable tolocal as .~ment office at 3219 Eby St., Terrace, 
B.C., ph.)~e {2.~.7t04 Claim forms are also available at your local Government Agency 
or 
FL0OD ASSESSMENT ~:~: ~ . .  ,,~ 
OANADIAN INDEPENDENT ADJUSTERS ~,OHFERENOE 
Sperling Plaza - Tower 11 185- 6450 Roberts St., Burnaby, B.C. V5G 4El Phone 294-371 
It is imperative that requests for assessment forms be obtained without delay, 
completed in detail and returned promptly to facilitate early examination of
damages. Along with these forms related insurance policies, tax notices, proof of 
ownership and detailed lists of items damaged ordestroyed will be required. 
Those seeking assistance are further advised it is advantageous to salvage and 
condnct whatever emergency cleaning and repairs necessary to reduce their loss. 
Details pertaining to the above to be listed and held for examination by assessors 
when personal inspections are conducted. 
Claim forms available at your local Government Agency. 
J. Dale Blander, 
Chief Assessor 
Canadian Independent Adjusters Conference 
• . o , 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
i i 
All this may be necessary 
if the flow of natural gas is 
going to be maintained tothe 
resldentlal, commercial nd 
industrial users of the 
Pacific northwest. 
Unfortunately, all the 
agonies that the users of the 
gas must go through would 
not be necessary if the 
Pac i f i c  Northern G~.s 
pipeline would originally 
have. followed Highway 16 
East from Smithers to 
Terrace, rather than through 
the Telkwa Pass and the 
Copper River valley. 
It is not too late for the 
route to be changed. After 
temporary, but secure 
repairs are made, serious 
consideration should be 
made to reroute the line 
along Highway 16 to 
Terrace. 
The two floods we have 
witnessed over the last four 
years could happen again 
next year or the year after. If 
so, do we face the same 
problems again. 
It is no longer acceptable 
that we must see this un- 
necessary environmental 
damage and disruption i the 
natural gas supply. Either 
the route must he changed 
entirely, or when repaired, 
the pipeline should be moved 
entirely away from the river 
where there is no possible 
~ance that it could ever ha 
e~pesed, to a flood again. 
G~x;anted, either move will 
cost' many millions of 
dollars. Surely a secure 
natural gas supply and no 
further damage to the 
fishery resource of the 
Copper River warrants this 
extra monetary, investment. 
Whether the present ill 
conceived and designed 
pipeline through the Copper 
River valley was a political, 
engineering, or cust.rolated 
fiasco, we ehalleagn Pacific 
Northern Gas along with our 
provincial and federal 
governments, to rerouto the 
present line along Highway 
16 from Smithers to Terrace 
-- or move it entirely away 
from the Copper River. And 
a footnote to all of this-- can 
you imagine an oil pipeline 
being broken in the same 
locations as the gas line 
through the Copper Valley~vl 
Maybe these who have 
promoted and supported an 
oil pipeline through the 
Copper River valley will now 
have second thoughts about 
such an ill conceived 
scheme. 
If you doubt what I have 
said, I would suggest hat 
you see for yourselves, what 
power flood waters have and 
the damage they can cause. 
Jim Cnip 
Chairman, 
Northwest Chapterof the 
Steelhead Society of B.C. 
i 
Dear Sir: 
For the second time in four 
years the Pacific Northern 
Natural Gas pipeline has 
been severely damaged by 
torrential flood waters d the 
Copper River and 
tributaries. 
A friend and I flew over the 
flooded Copper Valley this 
past weekend and I' was 
aghast at the deveststion i
the valley below. For those 
of us who fish the river and 
are concerned with the of- 
feels of the flood upon the 
salmon and steelhead trout, 
weindeed have reasons to he 
alarmed. 
Above the second canyon, 
the river is unrecognizable 
- -  it has changed channels in 
many places. Gravel bars 
exist where there once were 
.pools and in contrast, long 
fiat runs have been dredged 
into pools. In one instance, I 
spotted a large pool I was 
familiar with which prior to 
the flood, was more than 15 
feet deep - -  it now has a 
gravel bar in the center of it. 
These salmon eggs that were 
deposited in the gravel 
before the flood (including 
all the esgs from the chinook 
salmon and the largest 
proportion of eoho salmon 
which migrated into the 
Copper River system this 
year) - -  were likely 
destroyed by the~,h~avy,, 
pounding they received or 
are now under yards ~r t(tfis 
of gravel. 
No one knows what 
damage such a torrential 
flood has upon the young fish 
or for that matter, the adult 
salmon or steelhead. We can 
only speculate hat those fish 
unable to find some quiet 
water were crushed or 
hattered to death by the 
pounding they received. The 
suffocating silt in the water 
also causes some degree of 
mortality, not only to eggs in 
the gravel but to the young 
and adult fish as well. 
In addition to the 
devastating effects of the 
flood, the fish in the Copper 
River must now also face a 
new challenge --  the 
rebuilding of the Pacific 
Northern Gas pipeline. 
It is an unbelievable sight 
to see the hundreds and 
thousands of yards of 
pipeline xposed within the 
Copper River - -  hanging in 
the air between washed out 
sections of the logging read 
or where tributary streams 
have erroded under the pipe 
leaving it exposed. 
The task of rebuilding the 
pipeline will mean diverting 
the river, blocking off soc- 
tiono of the river causing 
further siltation and per- 
manently changing the 
course of the river in places 
to protect he pipeline from 
future floods. 
EDITOR'S JOURNAL 
By Greg Middleton 
On records 
sort of tf,,:,g. The anecdotal 
incidents, routines and in- 
terruptions make for an 
entertaining performance, 
The blnod-stirring beat and 
tremendous tempo Midler is 
renowned for keep the album 
from getting boring as you 
play and replay it. 
Some of the pieces of 
schtlck that Midier goes 
Bette Midler Live At Last 
in a raunchy album. The two- 
record set on the Atlantic 
label is definitely for the 
lusty. 
Midier, never known as a 
reticent little girl, does what 
she calls her Vlckie Eydie 
Show. It is a lounge sot and 
nat for the weak at heart. 
The album, recorded live 
at the Cle,,eisnd Music HalI~ 
makes up In fun and spon- 
lanelty what it lacks in 
clarity and recording 
quality. 
The power of the nine- 
piece hack up and the zest 
Mldler puts into some of the 
son@ make it a little hard to 
follow the lyrics for those of 
you who still try to do that 
e 
Q ~ 
"'Your credibifity needs bolstering better start making more 
empty promises. '"
I I I  I I - - . L  I I 
BARRET CQMMENTS 
On the flood aid question 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Vie- peace of mind should be 
timsofrocentfloodtnginthe given to people of that 
TerraeeKi t imat  region (Terrace-Kitimat) area." 
should receive total tom- The provincial govern- 
peesation for damage to ment declared the region in 
their homes and 50 per cent nor thwestern  Br i t i sh  
for damaged furnishings Columbia a disaster area 
from the provincial after heavy rains and 
government, Opposition flooding damaged homes, 
leader Dave Barrett said washed out highways, 
Tuesday. bridges and a Canadian 
Barrett old a news confer- National Railways line 
ence thiswas the formula his earlier this month. 
New Democratic Party Barrett said his eaucns re- 
government used to corn- ceived an in-depth report on 
peusate victims in of the the situation from former 
Port Alice mud slides on .highways minister Graham 
Vancouver Island in 1975. Lea (NDP-- Prince Rupert), 
"We made a very quick and "we are deeply con- 
decision at that time and ceroed over the lack of 
allowed the people sa~h~ specifies in terms of answer- 
peace of mind during ing the questions about corn- 
process of restructuring pensatian asked by the 
their lives," he said. people of Terrace and 
"Thesame confidence and region." 
Lea estimated the per- 
serial osses to residents will 
total $15 million. 
Barrett said it is obvious 
the government has no 
regional plans for economic 
development throughout the 
province. 
"Unemployment continues 
to get worse with no ap- 
pearance of government 
initiatives to stem the flow of 
unemployment i  B.C." 
He said the government 
does not appear to have any 
plans to deal with the 
problem "so once again 
we're calling on the gov- 
ernment to take its responsi- 
bility of leading the 
province." 
"Months have dwindled 
away while the premier has 
frittered around whether or 
not to call an election--we do 
not have a legislative session 
and no dates for the next 
legislative session." 
Barrett said the govern- 
ment is wasting $2 million in 
"superflous advertisement-- 
$200,000 by the economics 
ministry alone-- raising 
expectations about jobs with 
those very-well-done ads 
saying everything is great in 
B.C." 
"It is just wonderful to 
watch one of those ads before 
you go down to collect your 
unemployment cheque or 
your welfare cheque, 
knowing that somewhere out 
there somebody in Victoria 
named (Economic De- 
velopment Minister) Don 
Phillips and (Premier) Bill 
Bennett think that things are 
all right." 
A GOLDEN GLEAM 
Soaring price good news 
VANCOUVER ( CP ) - -  The 
soaring price of gold is 
putting a lustrous gleam in 
the eyes of those working in 
British Columbia's gold 
mining indns.try.. 
The price has seen rising 
and many observers think it 
will continue to go higher as 
mine about 60 kilometres 
north of Stewart, near the 
B,C.-Alaska border. 
The company now is the 
province's largest gold 
mining operator with an 
operation at Brandywine, 70 
ldlometres north of here. It 
investors buy gold as a basieaily produeesonlygold, 
protective hedge against in contrast o other mines 
risisginfiation, that produce gold ore as a 
"Gold will reach $300 an by-product ofcopper mining. 
ounce by the end of 1979/' "We've already begun 
said A& T, Jukes, president of road construction and other 
Mosquito Creek Gold Mining ports of the infrastructure 
Co., which is planning to 
open a new gold mine outside and expect to start up the 
Welle, 450 kilometres north mine by October, t979," said 
Don Mci,eod, Northair's 
of here. president. "It'll provide 25 to 
Jakes said recently that ~k~ n,:w jobs, more than 50 on 
the steady rise in gold pric.t,s 
over the past few months has 
been a key factor in the 
company's decision to- btdl~ 
a $1.2 million, 100.to~ -a.day 
gold ore mill. 
Jukes said the miw: ,,hould 
he in operation ~.~ t.',e end of 
this year, The ~.:e will be 
shipped to Cominco Ltd.'s 
mill in Trail, B.C., until 
Mosquito's own milling 
operation is completed. 
B.C. traditionally has been 
a comparatively small 
producer of gold. In 1977, the 
province produced 190,000 
throngh are distinelly salty if ounces valued at $31.3 
not out right blue. million, compared with 
170,000 ounces worth $21.7 
While it will never classed million in 1976. Industry 
as easy listening, it isn't a sources, however, say that if 
had album to throw on while prices continue to climb, this 
you're puttering around and figure could exceed $4o 
~vant something to half listen million this year, 
to, something~wlth a little 
zap to it tbet~vill keep you Northair Mines Ltd. is 
moving, planning to start a new gold 
e,~asonai basis." 
Carolin Mines Ltd., which 
own a gold mine near Hope, 
was conducting a feasibility 
study on mining gold after 
spending $3.5 million on the 
property during the past five 
years. 
"The soaring price of gold 
will certainly allow us to 
mine the lower grades of ore 
as well as the higher grade 
when we go into production," 
said company president 
Orval Gillespie. "Our 
feasibility study should be 
finished by year end, 
"We hope to go into gold 
woducllon maybe in a year s 
time or so." 
Carolin plans to build a 
1,000.tons-a-day mil l  
Depending on the degree of 
automation, the mine and 
mill will employ about 100 
worjers. 
"This could increase to 200 
when we go to a 2,000-tons-a- 
day mill, as we plan," 
Giilespie said, adding that if 
gold prices continue to in- 
crease, more small gold 
properties may move into 
production. 
"But don't expect last ~.c- 
tlon," he said. "It takes 
seven or eight years to move 
from conception to 
production--from a piece of 
property containing old to 
actual metal." 
He also said he doesn't like 
to see the price of gold 
shooting upward. 
"People buying gold may 
think its good, but in th~ final 
analysis it points to the fact 
that the economy is in a bad 
state, I'd like to see gold 
fixed at its present price and. 
see the economy recover." 
Among major B.C. copper 
producers benefittiug from 
the high price of gold is the 
Mien Mines Ltd. operation 
near Kamloops. The mine 
opened last Avril. 
"We have gold as a by- 
product of the concentrate 
and tt ends up in the blister 
copper we sell to our 
customers," said Afton 
president Bob Hallbauer. 
.'*We get a credit for the gold 
and the credit has increased 
with the rising gold prices." 
The mine, is producing 
25,000 tons of copper a year 
and has contracted tosell it 
over the next eight years to 
Britsh Callendars Cables 
Ltd. and Delta Metals Ltd., 
two British wire and cable 
manufacturers. 
"Naturally, we're very 
happy with the soaring price 
of gold," Hallbauer added. 
Placer Development L d. of 
Vancouver is another copper 
producer happy about the 
price,of gold. 
"We benefit through our 
interest in Marcopper 
Mining Corp., in the 
Philippines, as it benefits 
from the gold in its copper 
ore," a company spokesman 
esid. Placer has a 39.B9 per 
cent interest in Marcopper, 
which exports the major part 
of its concentrate to Japan. 
Another Vancouver 
company, United tlearne 
Resources Ltd., recently 
reported that the final 
results of bulk metallqrgieal 
testing of gold from its 
property In Costa Rico in- 
dlcated that a 90-plus per 
cent recovery of gold can bo 
economically extracted irom 
the ore. 
• R. W. Falkios, company 
president, said he t~ixiks that 
gold will hit $250 an ounce by 
year end and "it will con- 
tnue toclimbin 1979. The 
high inflation in the United 
States and the U,S, trade 
imbalance are putting 
pressure on that will keep 
gold prices going up." 
*'More industrial u,Je is 
being made of gold, in- 
creasing market demand," 
said Falkins. "Gold is used 
more and more in space 
technology and in scientific 
instruments rnanufae- 
turing." 
It's been said there's no such thing as a free 
lunch. 
If that's true, what about free steak knives, 
clocks, barbecues or other merchandise you 
"win" without even entering a contest? 
Such schemes often begin with a notice ad- 
vising you can claim your prize by calling a 
number and arranging to witness a demon- 
stration of a product. No obligation, of course, 
and you get the prize whether you buy anything 
or not.  
In some instances the demonstrator comes to 
your home; in others, you go to the company's 
office. Either way, you'll probably be subiected 
to an intense, high.pressure sales pitch aimed at 
persuading you to purchase whatever appliance 
or new wonder product is being pushed. 
You probably will gel the prize whether you 
buy anything or not, but chances are you'll buy 
something, if only because if may seem the only 
way to escape the salesman's clutches. 
One consumer repo,'ted an experience in which 
the salesman arrived at her home at 7:00 P.M. 
and was still there at nidnight. Groggy from 
fatigue and the unrelenting sales pitch, she 
signed a contract for several hundred dollars 
just, as she explained, "to get him to leave so I 
could go to bed." 
You'd never stand for tl;~t, you say? You'd 
have fhrowri him out after the first half hour? 
That's what she thought too, before the 
"demonstration". 
Fortunately, since the contract was signed in 
her home, she was able to cancel it by taking 
advantage of the 3 day grace period on door.t~ 
door sales provided in the provincial Consumer 
Protection Act. (The grace period will be ex. 
tended to 7 days at some future date -- possibly 
this fall.) 
She did get her prize -- an inexpensive (to put it 
kindly) set of salt and pepper shakers, but in 
view of the concern and embarrassment she 
suffered, in future she'll aladly for¢lo such 
windfalls. 
If you've won a contest you haven't entered, or 
if several of your neighbours have also been 
identified as winners, proceed cautiously, 
varticular.ly if you're required to attend a sales 
talk to get your pr izb.  Y~u may feel you can 
resist the.salespressure a~d still get the pr.!ze, 
but the talk is likely to be ~nore persuasive man 
you expect. After all, if it weren't fairly ef- 
fective, the company wouldn't use this method 
of selling. 
Don't let the excitment of winning a "prize" or 
a free "gift"  overcome your better judgement. 
This is one gift horse whose mouth you should 
examine carefully. Otherwise you may be taken 
for quite a ride. 
Cambodia split 
is growing wider 
The split between China But association leaders 
and the Soviet Union over the are reported still suspicious. 
Cambodian situation is Vietnam has a strong 
hardening amid growing military force, one of the 
suspicion in Southeast Asia 
that Vietnam' may be 
preparing a major assault to 
destroy the Phoom Penh 
dictatorship, 
Hanoi's intentions may be- 
come clear in a matter of 
weeks as the heavy seasonal 
rains end mud roads become 
passable. The border war 
between Cambodia and 
Vietnam may intensify. 
What raised suspicion 
among observer countries 
was the quick signing in 
Moscow earlier this month of 
a Soviet.Vietnamese tr aty 
of friendship and  co- 
operation. 
Moscow signified in the 
treaty that it is ready to 
safeguard Vietnam in ease of 
strongest in the whole 
region. Its arsenal has been 
augmented by the huge 
supply of weapons and 
equipment which the 
Americans left behind when 
they quit the Vietnamese 
war in 1973. 
In former years the 
Communist portion of 
Vietnam had a fairly good 
relationship with Peking, 
But that reL'.t;..~aship has 
deteriorated whh the ouster 
of many Chinese from 
Vietnam and the continuing 
clashes between Vietnam 
and Cambodia, a country 
which has the strong support 
of Peking. 
The weakness in the 
attack. China took that as a Chinese position is that its 
sign that the Soviet Union is support of Cambodia is 
prepared to safeguard unlikely to get much sym. 
vietnamese "aggression" in pathy in other countries. The 
Cambodia. Chinese Vice- savage treatment Phnom 
Premier Teng Hsiao.plng Penh leaders have inflicted 
has warned that China will on their own people has been 
be watching carefully, ready roundly condemned by 
to take action on behalf of Canada and other countries 
Cambodia. at the United Nations, Ex- 
The Chinese view is that cept for China's support, 
the Soviet Union and Viet. Cambodia stands almost 
nam are linking up in a plan isolated. 
to dominate all of Southeast ~Vhether China would rbk 
Asia. Vietnamese leaders open war with the Soviet 
previously tried to persuade Union over Cambodia is 
neighboring countries that questionable, The leadership 
Vietnam wants peace, that now exists in Phnom 
lianoi's pitch was aimed Penh Is vulnerable. 
mainly at the Association of Disappearance of that lead- 
Southeast Asian Nations ership is unlikely to arouse 
made up of Thailand, much pity abroad. China an- 
'Malaysia,  Singapore, In- doubtedly could use the 
donesia nd the Philippines, spread of Vietnamese power 
Prime Minister Phem Van as an example of what may 
Dong made a special tour of happen to other countries 
the association countries, nearby but these countries 
pledging that Vietnam would are unlikely to rush to 
try to restrain all Com- Cambodia's support as ling 
munist insurgents in the five as Cambodia's policies re-  
countries, main unchanged. 
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"errace H & H Builders Ltd. are pleased 
to .......... have been General Contractors 
Manuel's New Building 
Congratulations 
and Best Wishes 
for the Futureo 
WE SPECIALIZE IH OOM~E~:~L & iNDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 
PHONE: 635-6277 
RES: 635-3824 
Office at 
2914 South Eby 
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NEWS IN  BRIEF 
OTTAWA (CP) --  An 
urban affairs department 
study supports a Progressive 
'Conservative proposal to 
make mortgage interest 
payments deductable from 
income tax, says Con- 
servative social affairs critic 
James McGrath, 
• The Conservatives have' 
proposed for some time that 
mortgage interest rates he 
deduetable groin incomp 
tax. They have been at- 
tacked by the Liberals and 
Now Democrats as catering 
the rich with a plan that 
would disoxZminsto against 
the poor, the renters and the 
elderly and hurt financial 
markets. 
in the Commons on 
Wednesday, McGrath's 
contention came in the midst 
of an exchange between 
David Crembie (PC-- 
Toronto-Rosedale) and 
Andre Oueilet, urban affairs 
minister. 
At tee stage, Crumble, an 
MP for only a moath, 
transgressed the Commons 
rule saying somebody 
deliberately misled tie 
.House and subsequently 
withdrew. Wearing a big 
smile, he seemed to be on- 
~uYiellnge,. lflmself as he tackled 
Ouellet reiterated the 
governme 
t posltiun hs he came under 
Cmmervative criticism on a 
number of hoostn~, matters. 
Union to appeal ruling 
--The British Columbia 
Ferrz and Marine Workers' 
Union has decided to appeal 
a ruling by the B.C. Labor 
Relations Board ever the 
~spesion of 2) union 
members, union president 
Shirley Mathieson said 
Wednesday. 
She said there was a heavy 
• turnout of union members to 
discuss the two-day 
suspensions handed the 
members by the labor 
reiatious board. 
The 26 persons were in. 
volved in a four-hour 
walkout during the summer 
tourist season to protest 
working conditions on the 
vessel Queen of Cequitlam. 
The walkout halted B.C. 
Ferry Corp. services at 
Horseshoe Bay. 
IRA sets off bombs 
BELFAST (AP) - -  The 
Irish Republican Army 
(IRA) has set off bombs 
acrnss Northern Ireland in a 
declared attempt to hobble a
British official's search in 
the United States for millions 
reported lax because of 
several weeks of IRA 
inactivity. 
Nearly a score of bombs 
caused mimom of dollars in 
damage, but no death was 
added to the 1,868 parsons 
[ Serry makes bid for mayor' 
by AnnDunsmulr munity. "It's not lack of "If the building inspector ttuns, o~der people also need rather than pay higher ~migrating to Canada in 
If Kitimat Realtor David competiUon but rather lack was doing his job half of to change and become more welfare rates for them to say ~967. He became a Canadian ~citizen i  1975. 
Sorry was a teenager he 
would tear the town apart 
beard by board. 
SenT, a candidate, for 
mayor in the Nov. 18 else. 
tion, wants to change the 
"unfeeling, uncaring at- 
titude" ' of municipal 
government that he feels has 
alienated the people. 
Sorry cited as an example 
council's recent donation of 
$1,000 to the Terrace Veto 
Vandalism Campaign in- 
stead of supporting efforts of 
KitLmat Youth Council to 
raise funds for a centre. 
"If I was one of the young 
people in this town l'd let 
them knew what vandalism 
really is," Serry said. "I'd 
tear it apart bua .rd by board 
as long as I had a council so 
unfeeling and uncaring that 
it gives no leadership and 
encouragement to the good 
things young people are 
doing." 
He said this zame uncaring 
~ttitude was "displayed 
during recent storms when 
appeals for help from 
householders with flooded 
basements were ignored by 
city officials. 
Serry also thinks the 
"take-it-or-leave-it" attitude 
of the Kitimat establish- 
ment, particularly the 
merchants, adds to feelings 
of alienation and discontent. 
He said that "a bad breed 
of businessmen who didn't 
have to struggle and take 
their lumps" was allowed to 
locate in Kitimat when Alean 
controlled the town. 
"They came to expect 
Alcan to look after them and 
developed a take-it-or-leave- 
it attitude and rotten 
of competence," Serrry said. 
Sorry said attempts by 
Alcan to improve the quality" 
of llfe for its employees are 
useless as long as wives are 
unhappy about attitudes they 
encounter when they shop. 
"It took a strike to make 
Alcan realize it was on the 
wrong track. What will it 
take to make city council 
come to the same 
realization," he said• 
Serry said ' housing, 
especially for young, single 
workers, is another area 
where the needs of the people 
are ignored. He describes 
Kitimat's rental ac- 
conmiodailon as "a 
disgusting abortion". 
them would be closed own," 
Sorry said. 
He believes that although 
some apartments may have 
conformed to building 
regulations when they were 
built, they would he con. 
sidereal illegal by today's 
standards. 
Sent  said the 
. municipality should build a 
rental facility for single 
workers. He thinks this 
.would solv~ the conflict 
between young renters and 
their older, more puritanical 
landlords who can't tolerate 
modern life styles. 
He said that while young 
people need to accept more 
respo~ibility for their as- 
forgiving and tolerant. 
Serry believes Kitimat 
needs a change of emphasis 
that will place more value on 
the needs of people, 
Kitimat pays the highest 
taxes in B.C. according, to 
Serry. "But when it comes to 
people values we have 
unt~L~ i, 
Sorry thinks any 
development- even an oil 
pert -- which would broaden 
the tax base is desperately 
needed. 
"If we can allow Mean in 
town, then by pollution 
standards an oil port is a 
pussy cat," Serry said. 
In his opinion, an oil 
pipeline following the same 
route through the Telkwa 
Pass as the gas pipeline 
which ruptured during 
recent storms would be 
pergectly safe. 
"The gas line was never 
installed properly in the first 
place," Sent  said. "It was 
an accident waiting to 
happen. An oil line wouldn't 
he installed under the same 
shoddy, haft-enginsered type 
of project because oil 
companies are responsible 
people." 
He would like to see a 
resort hotel offering fishing 
and skiing built in Kitimat. 
Sorry believes a hotel would 
provide much needed jobs 
for women. He said that 
most women would rather 
work than live on welfare 
home," Sorry said. 
If Arthur David Serry, ' Sorry has lived in Kitimat 
formerly of the British since Aug. 1971. He is 
Merchant Marine, is elected married with two young sons 
mayor next Saturday there'll and is a long-time member of 
he some changes made at the Salvation Army. He is 
city hal l - -  in philosophy if admin is t ra t ive  vice. 
not in fact. president of the Nochako 
Sorry, 41, was bern and Toastmasters Club and a 
educated in Scotland. He past president of Skeena. 
served 10years in the British Federal Progressive Con-. 
Merchant Marine before servative Association. 
and the city should subsidize L (~I I~  
day-~re cent~ ne that ~~.~ --~----- 
single mothers can afford to ~'md~. ~t J~ 
take jobs. 
"Council would save 632 4205 money by providing day- i 
care so mothers can work 
of industrial investment killed in Ulster's alne-yesr business practices," Sorry 
personscivil war.injuredMostwere f thestruck37 V " ~  dollars for the troubled said. ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ .Oh 0 0 
territory. He doesn't hink lack of 
Roy Britain's by flying glass and debris...competition accounts for 
Mason, I 
secretary for Northern Most of the bombe were these aUeged attitudns on the DAVID ~ERRY I TERRioEGrand,,0,,C0peningR~,A,, Ireiand, is in New York City leftinparkedstolmea s, but part of th  busine s com- ~ 
trying to convince potential some were parcel bombs left 
investors that normalcy is in stores or on doorsteps. 
returningNorth.The IRAt° thesaid , Arsenic hazard exists claims to represent Northern . LTD A ' 
statement he bombings Ireland's Roman Catholic 
were intended to discredit minority, took responsibility A follow-upstudyon arsenic cancer issue because lung cancer deaths, ensuring 
Mason's claim. It alsosaid it for the bomb blasts, levels in Yellowknife, statistics on employee an arseulc-free water supply 
will net observe the usual N.W.T., has confirmed a deaths at one mine were de- for Yellowjffe's 1,000 In- 4601 Lakoiss Avenue 
Christmas truce this year. The IRA seeks to end potential hazard exists for stroyed in a flood several diana, decreasing emissions 
IRA guerrillas set off British rule In " the town's 10,000 people, years ago and the cost of andeffluents of.arson, e f rom.  OP|NING I 
blasts inBelfast ands ix  predominsntly Protestant Residents, ineluding 1,000 researcningtheomermines me~oareagom.mlnes~o i 
Tuesday night in Castlederg, withtheoverwbelmiuglyRo- in their bodies an "arsenic inordinate a,mount of effort tcet any changes in the I 
104 kilometres west of man Catholic Irish republic free,' control group in neigh- and expense.' enviromnent. ! 
Belfast. Security was to the south, boring Hay River, the Main recommendations i  "Thenew study confirmed 
• Canadian Public Health the 1977 report included all we know before," Dales 
Association says in the study companykept records on said. ' . 
Port Moody CUPE upset released W nesday. F ta l  I L I The study, commms,oned o r m e r  r e n  sman 
by the federal health 
department, did not, . ,  I ,  • -~  • . / -  
PORT MOODY' B:C. (CL(- have been without a contract however, determine whether m' l l~ lQ h lQ do~"  111 Pdrk111~l"  FU-L • 
walkmtt h~. about 50 since January. exposure has been severe ~xx~,&b,~ L.L~.7 ~t~J  .ffi.Bx ~.~t .~.w ou;:~ide ci',.,i~: ~,'orkers is 
i~!~i and tie ,'~c ity w~ Young said he has asked enough to increase the 
opp'-.y for an ~njunction ~, the British Columbia Labor chances of lung cancer. VANCOUVER (CP) -- allowed to hire assistante. 
or.terthestr~kingemployves R lations Board to appoint a Tons of arsenic dust, aby- BarrieClark, former.British After the Landlord and i REMOTE 
back to ~vork, Mayor Ian mediation officer, product of the refining commnia renta~sman, Tenant Act was adopted by 
Young said Wednesday. ' A union spokesman said process, have settled over testified Tuesoay in u.~. the NDP, Clark said he 
the sit since old mini Surpeme Court that the reneatedlv souRhta written 00#TROL Young said the employees, earlier that the workers Y g ug " " - atic . . . .  
rcp~ented by the Canadian walked off the job because began there in 1939. No one tormer New vemocr contract. However, be 
Unbm of Public Employees, they were upset that the has denied the existence of Party government and the received neither a contract & 
had not ser/ed strike nctic~ Grester Vuncouver Regional the arsenic but there has present Social Credit ad- nor the salary increase or 
when they walked °u! District had intervened in been n continuing con" ministrat i°n f rust 'a ted  henefils he expec"  i 1499's I 
Wodnesdey m:)rning. Tbe~ the hargninin~ process. ~oversy over whether it is every attempt lie luade to zOOM 
affecting human health• negotiate salary iucreases Clark said that, in 1975, he 
A study by Indian organ- and benefits for himself and was given assurances by 
izations, the steelworkers his staff, then Premier Dave Barrett 
Good times in '79 ~ioo and the University of Clark, now a open.line that his requests would be 
radio host, is suing the met if he would wait until 
• Provincial Secretary Grsca 
McCarthy has asked hotel 
c~.:.'ators in British 
Columbia to make the 
province a "four-season 
vacation ]and" in attracting 
tourists. 
Mrs. McCarthy, minister 
responsible for tourism, told 
the association's annual 
convention Monday that her 
min is t ry ' s  successfu l  
"Smile" campaign and next 
year's "Good Times in '79" 
theme should bring a 30 per 
cent increase of tourists to 
B.C. from Europe and 
Escapee 
loses eye 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  A 35- 
yearold man, wounded in a 
gunfire exchange with 
$aanirh, B.C., police Nov. 8, 
has lost an eye as a result of 
the incident, an eye 
specialist said Tuesday. 
Dr. Margaret Kiishaw said 
Tommy Young Lackey had 
the eye removed Saturday in 
Victoria hospital. 
Lackey and Corporal 
William Hillcout, 38, hath 
suffered gunshot wounds in 
the incident. 
Lackey, who was serving a
12-year term for armed rob- 
bery, breaking and entering, 
and theft, has been charged 
with attempted murder and 
armed robbery h~ connection 
with the shoot-out. 
He was wanted in con- 
nection with the stabbing of a 
prison guard and for 
escaping from the federal 
medium.security p0son at 
Mataqui, B.C., on Nov• 3. 
Japan: 
The minbtry has decided 
to ma ln~ a permanent 
tourism bureau In Seattle, 
she said, and to open a 
permanent tourist, 
welcolning centre at Van- 
couver lntesslational Airport 
next March. 
She asked hotel operators 
to tie their promotions into a 
43-stop tour of the province 
next year by the Royal 
'Hudson train 
Toronto two years ago said 
dangerously high arsenic Crown for breach of contract 
levels at Yeilowknife had covering his four years as 
increased cancer deaths, rentaisoan, lle resigned in 
Marc Lalonde, then health January. 
minister, instituted an Clark testified that terms 
inquiry by the public health of his contract were set out in 
association and its initial a meeting with. then At- 
torneyGeneral Alex Mac- report, published i 1977, 
after the provincial election 
in December. 
The Social Credit party 
won the election and later 
promised him benefits that 
didn't come through either, 
he said. 
Clark i~ seeking unstated 
pinpointed the mines as the donald in the springer 1974. d~mages for breach of 
main sourc~ of arsenic on- ?tie terms, he said, contract and for a 
tsmination, covered status, salsify, declaration that he acted 
But the follow-up inquiry, expe1~se account, annual pay within the scope of his ju- 
headed by Dr. Cortland increases and benefits ris(Sctiou in appointing a 
Mackenzie of Vancouver, equivaletst tothat of a deputy del~ty renialsman. 
could not deal with the lung minister, lie was also The case continues. 
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All the hoses have to be-hung out to dry 
F i re  season  c leanup now 
The 1978 fire season is not warehouses throughout he summarized for statistical wot'th of merchantable 
yet over for the Prince forest region. CarlLundand analysis. There were some timber was destroyed. In 
Rupert Forest Region, a crew from the attorney 255 fires reported in the addition, there was ex- 
although the fires are out. genera l ' s  depar tment  PrinceRupertForestRegion tensive damage to plan- 
Most of the 620 shovels, 630 worked for several months last summer; a totalof 35,653 • tstions and to some cut 
axes-pulaskls, 340 hand tank checking, cleaning Ha (approximately 140 
square miles) burned. The pumps, 84 fire fighting 
pumps and hyriads of other 
equipment such as tents, 
grunndaheeis, sleeping bags, 
hardbats and hose have by 
now been checked, repaired 
and returned to the 
and 
repairing the tools and 
equipment used this sum- 
mer. 
The final fire reports are 
still arriving, being 
analyzed, annotated and 
district fire fighting costs 
amounted to $6,386,000. 
Although the final damage 
figures have not yet been 
summarized, protection 
officials estimate $20 million 
products. 
The task facing the 
protection section now is to 
analyze the actions and 
results obtained last  sum- 
mer and to prepare for the 
1979 fire season. 
Lead levels pose serious problem 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A labor 
spokesman says Canadian 
workers are still exposed to 
dangerous levels of lead, a 
poisonous metal which can 
cause severe illness or 
death. 
While the United States 
government has announced 
workers are exposed to lead 
in high-risk industries in- 
eluding primary "and 
secondary smelters, lead 
battery plants, pigment 
(pant) industriee, in car 
manufacturing and printing 
plants," Rabinovitch said 
this week. He is secretary of 
the CLC's committee on 
department spokesman said. 
There are no national 
standards for lead. exposure 
in the work place although 
the federal government has 
established limits for lead in 
drinking water, consumer 
products, commercially 
available food, auto 
emissions and air quality. strict regulations to protect 
workers against lead ex- occupational health and U.S. labor department 
. * . . r s '  ure the hazard ~s not safety, standa~ds,.w)lllimt~,.v~tffke ~z 
': ~" ' " ' ' ' ' l ' ~ ~ :: ' '  " " :~  ~'~ ba i~,w i th  m a sertous.---Fe.darak.and-:pr~vaac.~a .~expes e 4o~S0~nter~ rams '~ 
and concentrated effort by :~heahn experts are stuoymg per euoic metre,-.euective : 
governments here, says Vic- the effects of lead in the Feb. t, 1979. Current limits 
tor Rabinoviteh of the human bleo~istrcam for there are 200 micrograms. 
Canadian Labor Congress recommendations to the Provincial regulations on 
(CLC). provinces on lead exposure occupational lead exposure 
"In Canada, at least 8,000 in the work place, a health range drom none at all in 
Football fans unwelcome 
RED DEER'AIta. (CP) .- 
Television sets fly out 
windows, holes are kicked in 
walls while beer bottles 
break against mirrors and 
bloody fights erupt in 
hallways. 
That's what hotel and 
motel operators say they 
face when Edmonton and 
Calgary football fans invade 
P~ed Deer during the Western 
Fbothall Conference finals. 
It happened last weekend 
when~ Calgary Stampeders 
and W~nipeg Blue Bombers 
played', in Calgary and 
Calgary :television was 
blacked out. 
Similar brawls are ex- 
pected this weekend when 
Edmonton Eskimos take on 
the Stampeders in a game 
biscked-out in the Edmonton 
television area. 
Hoteloperators say that 
often the hundreds of club 
supporters who come to Red 
Deer, about halfway bet: 
ween the two major cities, 
watch their favorite teams 
battle it out on the playing 
field, then leave motel rooms 
locking like war zones. 
The situation isso bad that 
many hotel operators refuse 
to take reservations from 
football fans. 
A spot survey showed that 
about half the city's hotels 
and motels are unwilling to 
accept bookings from 
football fans 
Those hotels that are 
willing to risk damage are 
demanding between $20 and 
$100 in damage deposits. 
Red Deer, and towns 
within a 50.kilometre 
broadcast radius, are the 
closest points in Alberta 
Ugandan 
atrocity 
wh~re fans without ickets to 
this Saturday's WFC playoff 
game can watch it. 
Don Hart, owner of the 
Park Hotel and president of
the hotel association for 
central Alberta, says even 
high damage deposits aren't 
enough to stop the football 
crazies from going .on a 
rampage. 
Hart said fans rent hotel 
rooms for one purpose: "To 
do to someone else's 
property what they can't do 
in their own homes." 
"They just don't care." 
Hart said the biggest 
majority of fans who go wild 
are men between 30 and 45 
years of age. 
Hart said he knows of one 
city hotel that had to 
television sets thrown out of 
a secondfioor window. One of 
the sets landed on the roof of 
a car. 
The Red Deer Inn would 
"sooner be empty"/than take 
football fans, said manager 
June Rohe. She said damage 
deposits don't cover holes 
punched in walls, light 
fixtures torn from ceilings 
and wrecked furniture, in- 
cluding toilet bowls. 
But manager Art 
Henkelman of the Plainsman 
Motor Inn says he will risk 
another football weekend. 
Henkelman, however, is 
tacking a $50 damage deposit 
to the normal $22 price tag 
per room. 
NAIROBI (Reuter) -- 
Ugandan President Idi Amin 
on Wednesday visited the 
scene of his country's two- 
week border war with 
Tanzania 
In Dares  Salaam, a 
government statement said 
40,00O Tanzanlans, who fled 
the invading Ugandans, told 
murder, rape, arson and 
torture 
1_ 
Ontario to mandatory testing 
for lead in the air, human 
blood and urine in Alberta. 
Regulations under 
Alberta's Occupational 
Health and Safety Act say 
lead levels in the blood mast 
not exceed 80 micrograms 
per I00 grams, and lead 
levels in urine must not 
exceed 20O micrograms per 
litre . . . . .  • ", ~. 
The Ontario government 
tas d~affed' standards for 
occupational lead exposure, 
calling for lead contaminatin 
in the air not to exceed 2OO 
micrograms. There is no 
mention, however, of blood 
or urine testing or a 
requirement for medical 
examinations. 
Saskatchewan has no 
regulations on worker ex- 
posure, but does require 
engineering controls o that 
lead contamination in the air 
does not exceed 150 
micrograms. A labor depart- 
ment spokesman said 
proposed regulations for 
worker exposure now are 
before the cabinet. 
A recent report by the 
federal labor department 
said there is an obvious lack 
of adequate safeguards in 
the Canadian work place. 
And the science council 
has called for better co- 
operation between provin- 
cial and federal govern- 
ments to deal with the large 
number of poisonous ub- 
stances now considered 
environmental and oc. 
cunational hazards. 
Dionne gedy avoidable 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The pro- 
ducer.director of a docu- 
mentary film on the Dionne 
quintuplets says the tragedy 
of their broken family life 
might have been avoided if 
different government action 
had been takenin the 1930s. 
Donald Brittain, who pro- 
duced the film jointly for the 
CBC and the National Film 
Board, based on Pierre 
Bertou's book, The Dionne 
Years, says it now seems a 
mistake to have separated 
the five girls from their 
family. 
The film is to be shown on 
CBC-TV's English network 
Sunday night. 
TTE Wuints - -Ceei le  
Emile, Marie, Yvorme,. and 
Annette-- were made wards 
of the state by the Ontario 
government soon after their 
birtt in 1934, to manage their 
affairs and save them from 
circus-like xploitation. 
The children were taken 
from their parents and 
raised in a hospital-like 
nursery, put on public view 
like animals in a cage but 
otherwise isolated from 
childhood companionship or
the world at large. Even 
their mother and father had 
to seek permission to visit 
them. 
Brittain's film, and his 
views expressed in an in- 
terview here when the show 
was previewed for reporters 
and TV critics, make it clear 
that bringing the girls up in 
highly.artificisl nonfamily 
circumstances was a 
mistake. 
Brittsin, who was a parlia- 
mentary press gallery corre- 
spandent before moving into 
the documentary drama film 
field, was six years old when 
the quintuplets were horn, 
and remembers the times 
and circumstances. 
Brittain has won national 
and international awards for 
his work, including an in- 
ternational Emmy for last 
year's Henry Ford's 
America, and the 1978 John 
Griersun Award for out- 
standing contribution to 
cinema in Canada. 
He does not believe that 
"media hype" was to blame 
for the frenzied interest at 
the time in the quints, who 
probably had more publicity 
than any human being 
theretofore in history. 
A Chicago circus 
• promoter, interviewed in the 
Weapons 
collection 
failing 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
number of weapons collected 
during the first 10 days of a 
federal firearms amnesty 
program indicates it is not 
working as well as expected, 
Verne Stables, a spokesman 
for the provincial attorney- 
general's ministry, said 
Wednesday. 
Under the amnesty, 
owners of prohibited arms, 
such as fullyautomatic 
weapons and sawedoff 
shotguns, can legally dispose 
of them without being 
charged for failure to do so. 
Owners of restricted 
firearms uch as pistols and 
semi.automatic weapons, 
also may register them 
without fear of being 
charged. 
RE-ELECT for ALDERMAN 
WORKING FOR 
, Terrace Oitizen for 61 , A sensible oommunity 
years, plan 
, Independent legging , Realistio zoning for 
operator for 30 years, subdivision 
, Ohairman oouncil development 
oommittee for Industrial , For the development 
Development on Tourism of main drainage 
, Chairman council program 
oommittee for ,Promotion of 
Publio Works sooondarl industry 
¢OOPEII, :)erl: 
, I I II 
show, describes how he 
planned to show plaster 
models, of the prematurely- 
born infants if they them- 
selves could not be brought 
to the windy city for display. 
An agreement was signed 
giving the promoters 7o per 
cent of the proceeds, Elzire 
Dionne, the father, 23 per 
cent, and the Dionne parish 
priest seven per cent of the 
proceeds. The agreement 
was scuppered by Dr. Allan 
Roy Dafoe, the simple coun- 
try doctor who delivered 
them and was their 
physician-guardian. 
Even so, the Dionnes Whi le  Brittain said he 
'amassed about million-a talkedtoEIzireDionneabout 
fortune m the 93os.-from making the film, he does not 
film righte, product en- include an interview with 
dorsements, and other him. Dionnc is still living 
promotions. And they near Caliander, a few miles 
brought fleeting tourism south of North Bay, and 
prosperity to Callander, Ont. wants privacy. 
Brittsin said it was im. Since exploitation caused - 
partant to make the fiim now much of the bitterness, 
to interview as many people heartache and tragedy in the 
as possible who were Diunnefamily, Brittainsaid, 
directly involved in the he decided not to c:~ploit 
Dionne story, and who are them further by s~:kiu~. 
fast aging. Old newsreels interviews with the three. ~ 
and other films, including remaining Quints, who are 
some home-movie shots, are living quietly in St. Br~J~:o, ~ 
fast deteriorating, suburb of Montreal• 
,:L~' 
)', H, , 
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on the muffler, tailpipe, 
exhaust pipe and 
(for as longas you own your c~.r) 
CUSTOM PIPE,BENDING* DUAL CONVEBSIONS 
l~mtr  ~ - -  
Come in  for your  F ree  Es I imate  and  
FREE INSPECTION! 
AHORE'S ENT, LT9. 
3026 Hwy. 16 E. Terrace, 6.1). 
Phone 638-1710 
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Mens Basketball 
In Terrace Mens Basket- 
ball action, two games were 
played Monday night in 
Kitamaat Village, and 
another pair were played 
Tuesday night at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary School in 
Terrace. 
Monday night's games aw 
Terrace teams split a pair 
with their Kitimat up. 
penents. Kitamaat Village 
downed All Seasons Sporting 
Goods 103-46 in a lopsided 
A strong Kitamaat Village 
squad ran up a 47-20 halftime 
lead, and never looked back. 
The Village team was 
equally impressive in the 
second half, and coasted to 
an easy 103.46 victory over 
All Seasons Sporting Goods.. 
Gerald Ames led the way for 
Kitamaat Village with 24 
points, Herb Grant had 21. 
Doug Mackay had 20 points 
for All Seasons. 
Ev's Clippers regained 
contest, but Ev's Clippers some pride for Terrace, as 
defeated the Kitimat they came from behind in the 
] 
ro  _ndup 
Kitimat 'l'eacher.s 62-51. The 
Clipwrs found the,nselve~,; 
(Jowl) 2}1-23 [~olng Into the 
second half, but hit their 
stride, and managed to' 
pull o(f the 112-51 victory. 
Dale Prest was the top 
scorer for Ev's Clippers with 
25, while Dave Crawley had 
19, Bill Forward had 18 
points for the Teachers. 
In local action "l'uesday 
night, Kluss & Sons trium- 
phed over All Seasons 
Sporting Goods 110-104 in the 
nightcap contest, Skeen; 
Ilotel Orphans won ()at over 
Ev's Clippers 815-66. 
All Seasons were leading 
Kluss & Sons 48-44 at the 
end of the first half, but a 
strong second h.alf per- 
formance helped K&S 
overtake All Seasons, and at 
the end of .regulation time 
the teams were tied with 98 
points apiece. Kluss & Sons 
dominated the overtime 
session, however, and came 
out with a 110-104 victory. 
For Kluss & Sons, John 
I l l  " "  
i i t • 
spORTS 
ally, hera id  With Chr,s Porter 
I i I 
IN COMMERCIAL HOCKEY 
G & A downs Juveniles: 
Teachers 62-51. second half to down the early game, while in the Walbergs had 38 points, and Gordon & Anderson ,unassisted effort at 14:28, scored a power play goal, Gordon & Anderson still on 
Willie Chemko contributed downed the Terrace extending the lead to 3-1. narrowing the margin, to 3. top by a 3-2 score. 
:::::•:::.:•:.::::::•:::•:.:.:•:•:::::•:;:.:•:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:•:;:•:•:.:•::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::.:..:.:::.:::.:.:.:::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:.:•:::;:.:•:::::•:::::::::.::::::: 27. Mike Ireland led All 
i ~ew BUSIFless " Chrysler Juveniles 3-2 in a With 3:34 remaining inthe 2 The Terrace Chrysler The next scheduled action 
::: " Seasons with a tremendous hard fought Commercial contest, the Juveniles took squad'spent the remainder of in the Terrace Commercial 
49 point effort. Hockey League contest at advantage of a slashing the contest trying for the Hockey League is tonight, 
iiii ~ ~ The second game Tuesday the Terrace Arena Tuesday penalty handed out to equalizer, but Gordon & 8:30' p.m., at the Terrace 
night saw the Skeena llotel night.. , Gordon & Anderson s Tony Anderson was equal to the Arena, when Skeene Hotel . / /  Not  l i s ted  i n  our Orphans comeupwithan85- Richard Bruggemans moore, anu uon uempster task, andtimeran out with will take on McEwan GM. :..~: 
i i i ~  BroOm Te l "  [[~' . ' lff 66win over Ev's Clippers. goalat6:42ofthefirstperiod 
The Skeena llotel squad held opened the scoring, and gave 
. i r~Glor l ,  n a precarious 33-30 halftime Gordon& Anderson a 1.0 NL MVP BALLOTS 
second half, seoring 52 points Itheplay.TheJuvenlleseame Parker sweeps voting AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL. 635.2040 enrout= to the triumph. Jon back with a goal from Larry 
the winners, while Jim remaining in the period, 
TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 63S.3300 Checkley an? Fred Philpot tying the game at one apieee PI'I~SBURGT (AP) -- Parker, winner of two First baseman Steve 
i!~i ~ F ~  ~r  , had 17 apiece. For the Ev's going into the middle frame. After Dave Parker was straight batting titles and the Garvey of Los Angeles 
i~i: • • ~ /%,# OLI'S PLACE. 798-2231 Clippers, it was Dale l'rest The two teams skated named, the National runaway MVP choice, re- Dodgers finished second 
and Drive Cra~ le~,.scoring 14 ii::i LIsted" PETS BI~AUTIFU.L. 635-9251~, through a scoreless econd League s1978 Most Valuable spended in rhyme, with164 points, but he did not 
points each. period, and while both Player on Wednesday, "1 said last season, 'When receive a first-place vote. 
ii~! The next action in the squads had their chances, Pittsburgh Pirates pledged the leaves turn brown, l'ilbe The other three first-place 
i!il / -4m rm I Free .  for ONE mon~h courtes~ of TftE Terrace Mens Basketball neither could connect. It to keep him under contract wearing my second batting votes went to shortstop 
, t,eague is slated tel hmight wasn't until 7:57 of the third and Parker waxed poetic, crown,"' he said. Larry Bowa of Philadelphia 
at Skeena Jr. Secondary period that anyone could "Right now, I'm going to "At this time, 1'11 say that Phillies, third overall with 
:!:i I • ~ l .  ~ ; DALLY HERALD School, when Kluss & Sons break the i-1 deadlock, but say that we will sign Dave ,vhen the leaves turn green, 189 points. 
'meet Ev's Clippers at 8:00 finally Brian Ballantyne Parker," said general I'll be playing for the same After Bowa, outhelaers 
!i!i If you wish your Business Pho,e  ~ [ ~ g  ~d[~{~ ,p.m., and at9:15 p.m., All scored an unassisted goul to manager Pete Peterson, team." *'Dave's the best took the next four spots: 
Seasons Sporting Goods will give Gordon & Andersen a2- faced with the possibility 
![5 listed for your customers please call ~ l ~ t ~ ] ~  ~[ i::: take on the Skeena lloteV" 1 advantage. G&A's AI Reid Parker could becomea free- 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Orphans. followed with another agent after next season. 
GET INSULATEDI 
YOU SAVE A LOT MORETHAN 
YOU THINK AT 
I 
ballplayer in the gamp 
today; nobody can do it 
better," said manager 
Chuck Tanner, who watched 
.... the sixfeet-five, 225-peund 
• righffielder lead a Pirates 
stretch drive last season 
despite a cracked cheek. 
BE 
BI 
 N  EPAREDo o [] NTER IS HERE! 
Baseboard heaters-plug 
- Sharp heavy duty. 
windows, etc. 
to 2" thick. 
iNSULATION" 
Rental Blower 
HAVE YOU CONSiDERED 
Heat tapes, protect your water pipes. 
with thermostat. Kerosene heaters 
Weatherstdpping for doors, 
Styrofoam-Korolite 3/~,, 
"CELUFIBRE POURii G 
Install Yourself Withoet 
/ 
STORM DOORS-STORM WINDOWS 
/ 
in 
Most Sizes 
I / 
H!ghway 16 Terrace, B.C. ALBERT & McCAFFERY LID, Phone 635.7254 
] 
bone. 
Reggie Smith, Dodgers, 164 
points; Jack Clark, San 
Francisco Giants, 107; last 
year's MVP, George Foster, 
Cincinnati Reds, 104; and 
Grog Luzinski, Philadelphia, 
48. 
Pitcher Gaylord Perry of 
"And the amazing thing 
about it is that he hasn't even 
begun to hit his peak yet. 
Dave Parker is going to have 
his good years starting 
f lOW " 
That's a tall statement 
considering Parker, who 
batted .333 in 1977 and .334 
last season, collected 21 of a 
possible 24 first-place votes 
and a total of 320 points in the 
MVP balloting by a com- 
mittee of the Baseball 
Writers Association of 
America. 
San Diego Padres, this 
year's Cy Zoung winner, 
finished eighth with 45 
points. Rounding out the top 
l0 were outfielders Willie 
Stargell of the Pirates with 
39 points and Dave Winfield 
of San Diel~o with 37. 
Last season, Parker led 
the league with 340 total 
bases; rapped 30 homers, 
third behind Fester's league 
high of 40 and Luzinski's 35; 
droven 117 runs, second to 
Foster's 120: and stole 20 
.bases. 
Penn State is 
pulling out 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The 
muddled post-season college 
bowl picture in the United 
States grew even more mys. 
terious Monday night when 
three reliable sources told 
The Associated Press that 
Penn State, the country's 
only undefeated major 
school, has decided to bypass 
the Orange Bowl to get even 
for last year's nub. 
The sources, who all re. 
quested anonymity, said 
Penn State was leaning 
toward the Sugar Bowl if the 
opponent was Alabama. And 
Penn State coach Joe 
Paterno admitted receiving 
a telephone call from Ala- 
bama's Bear Bryant to 
discuss the possibility of 
meeting in the Gator Bowl if 
Georgia leeks up a Sugar 
Bowl berth. 
If Penn State cannot play 
Alabama, Paterno was said 
to favor a trip to the Cotton 
Bowl, where Houston is a 
virtual certainty to be the 
host team. 
All the sources agreed it 
was not a ease of Penn State 
ducking Nebraska, the Big 
Eight's representative in the 
Orange Bowl, but rather 
Paterno getting back at 
Orange Bowl rep. 
resentatives for bypassing 
the Nittany Lions last year in 
favor of Arkansas. 
An Orange Bowl 
representative is reported to 
have invited Penn State to 
meet Oklahoma last year, 
only to have the seleetlon 
committee withdraw the 
offer an hour or so later. 
Penn State wound up in the 
Fiesta Bowl, beating Arizona 
State 42-30 and finishing No. 
5 in the AP's final ranldngs. 
Until top-rated Oklahoma 
was beaten by Nebraska last 
Saturday, the odds favored 
an Orange Bowl national 
championship showdown 
,between the Sooners and 
runner-up Penn State. Now, 
however, Paterno may feel 
that he can capture his first- 
ever national title by 
defeating Pitt on Nov. 24 and 
men winning any bowl game 
since Penn State would be 
the country's only unbeaten 
team. 
However, Penn State has 
long been the victim of anti. 
East football sentiment 
Eleven of the 66 voters in this 
week's AP poll cast their 
ballots for other teams as 
No. I, even though all have 
suffered efeats. 
CONCERNED FOR 
TERRACE 
RE-ELECT 
DAVID PEASE ~ 
ALDERMAN 
.. . : ~ . ' .  2."  ~ . . : ' ,  
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iN STAMPEDERS IMPR O FEMENT 
Tiller is a major factor 
CALGARY (CP) - -  When Tiller said he would prefer 
the CanadLan Football starting with the bantam 
League ended its 1977 football program but the 
season, Calgary Stampeders Stampeders do not do it-- 
were the first team to be y35. 
eliminated from the play- The program begins with 
offs. high schools and prog3esscs 
The injury-riddled 1977 through colleges in Canada 
team had finished last in the and the U.S. In addition, 
Western Football Con- Stampeder epresentatives 
fereoce with a 4-12 record, make regular trips through 
Now, one year later, the NFL camps. 
Stampeders are in the ~ Tiller receives ~elp from 
final Saturday against Start Sehwart~ who covers 
Edmonton Eskimos; their, southern Alberta high 
arch-rivals, schools. 
The Stampeders ended this 
"But our aim is to get as 
many ~ school players as 
possible to continue in 
football. 
"We try to provide 
whatever assistance we can. 
Stay in football is the 
message I have for anybody 
who enjoys the game." 
But the end-all Is the Cana. 
disn college scene. Tiller 
vmews all film from the 27 
Canadian unlversiUes with 
football programs. 
"I've been to 17 Canadian 
campuses already and will 
be visiting six mere in the 
future," be said. 
"comidering there are ap 
proxlmatsly 150 (eligible) 
boys playing in Amercun 
achouis,that becomes quite a 
Mallnosky have been in our 
plans for a couple of years 
and it would have been easy 
to trade them for some 
immediate help," be said. 
"But Jack (Gotts) declded 
to take his lumps, realizing 
these young Canadians 
would some day be the base 
of a petty good football team. 
It's just starting to pay 
dividends." 
Israel 
SPORT 
TORONTO (CP) 
Toronto Blue Jays 
trimmed their American 
League baseball roster 
Wednesday, sending 
Dong Ault and Garth lorg 
to their International 
League affiliate, Syr- 
acuse Chiefs. 
OTrAWA (CP) - -  
Toronto sailor Paul 
Henderson has been 
named vice-president of
the International Yacht 
Racing Union (IYRU), 
the Canadian Yachting 
Association announced 
BRIEFS 
Toronto; Judge Livlus 
Sherw6ed of Ottawa and 
John Morganof 
Beaconsfield. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
The Ladies Professional 
Golf Association an- 
nounced Wednesday that 
prize money for its annual 
event in Birmingham, 
Ala., would be raised to 
$1 o,ooo from $50,o00 sac 
that the tournament 
would take a new name. 
Starting next spring, the 
event will be known as the 
Otey Crisman Classic 
year's CFL regular season 
with a ~ record. 
One of the major reasons 
for the club's improvemen~ 
is personnel and Joe Tiller, 
assistant general manager, 
who doubles as director of 
player per~_onnel, can take a 
good deal of the credit. 
Tiller first came to the 
Stampeders in 1964 as a 
player from Montana Stats 
but was released without 
making his professional 
debut as a player. 
Tea years . later, be 
returned as an assistant 
eeaeh. In 1976, he was named 
resistant to late general 
manager Gary Hebann. 
A m¢cealon of events led 
to his being named interim 
general manager and head 
coach before that season 
ended. 
'l~e Stampeders were in a 
state of decay at the time, 
but Tiller credits Hobeon, 
who died that year, with 
instituting the sophisticated 
scouting system that now is 
b e ~  ts ~y  olf. 
"It was patchwork 
when Gary arrived-here," 
Tiller said. 
"It was he who wanted me 
to take a more active role in 
peraennel. 
"For the first time we 
started to regularly visit 
NFL (National Football 
League) camps, ostablinhing 
contacts. 
"During the previous two 
years, ithad all been done by 
phone. The whole idea of 
establishing our own 
scouting system began in 
1976 and was escalated 
further last year when Jack 
(Gotta) took over." 
Gotta was named general 
maeager-haad coach before 
the start of the 1977 season. 
reeratiing program would 
have been even better if 
Holzon had not died. 
"There were several pro- 
grams I'd planned on in- 
sUtoting that never got off 
the ground because of the 
other duties I inherited. As a 
result, we never really got 
going until early in 1977." 
To do a good job scouting 
in the CFL, the scouts mist 
start at lower levels than in 
the United States, he said. 
Alta. rink 
wins spiel 
PRINCE GEORBE, B.C. 
(CP)-- The Arnold MeEwan 
rinJ of Edmceton won the 
Prince George cash bonsp/el 
Meaday to continue northern. 
'Alberta's domieatiou of the 
evanL 
McEwen, not among the 
favorites when the 45.rink. 
mes's ection began Friday, 
was  undefeated in nine 
games to take the 18,050 first 
prize. 
Northern Alberta Curll~ 
Association champion l
IFr/, McEwan defeated 
betterlmewn Edmonton rink, 
Stan Trout, 10-6 in the 
• championship game. . 
The win was the sevens In 
the eight.year histo~ of the 
Prince George event for a 
northern Alberta rink. 
Heather iinywood ef Rich. 
mond, reigning British 
Columbia champion, won the 
32-rink women's ection by 
defeating Leila Johnston of 
Prince George 74 in tile 
final. 
The win avenged a poor 
performance by Haywoml 
last year when her rink went 
out in three consecutive 
games. 
liaywood took ~,100 ef the 
,~0o women's prize money. 
Total prize money was 
S~V,500. 
Mathaws of Prince 
Ge~ge was third In 'the 
men's section, defeating 
Vancouver's Bernie Spsrkes 
7-4 in the consolation final, 
while Noreen Magee of 
Willlanm Lake, B.C., won the 
women's eonsolatien 5.9 over 
d~ ~pi® M~ 
Radcliffe ef Kelowna, . . 
Several years ago, they 
began testing and timing 
gograms for local athletes. 
In cmlunetlm with the 
University of Calgary, they 
have staged coaching 
clinks, job." 
In recent years, they have 
filmed all high scbeol p]ayoff Of his top 12 college 
games and make the In- ia'cspects eligible for the 
formation available to 1978 draft, five are with the 
coaches requesting Stampeders but Tiller 
~°Lllega eredito a change in phi- 
"Naturally, the folks at the Iosophy as being responsible 
University of Calga~'y get for the improvement. 
first peek at all our "People like (Bob) Lnhig, 
material," Tiller said. (Miles) Cos'ell and (Joh) 
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invited 
m m m  
BANGKOK, Thailand 
--  The AEIAN Games 
Federat ion  counci l  
agreedbtsday to invite two of 
Israel's council members to 
the opening and closing cere- 
monies of the coming Asian 
Games, but upheld its earlier 
decision to exclude Israel's 
athletes. 
Wednesday. It is the instead of the Birming- 
highest post in the IYRU ham Cissie. The dates are 
ever occupied by a Cam- April 23.29 
dlan. Other Canadians '~**  
named to key posts with NEW YORK (AP) -- 
the Londonhased IYBU Sonsam, a sensational 
include Lynn Wattsrs of pacer, has been syn- 
Beaconsfield, que., dicated for $3 million, a 
chairman of the union's world record for a two- 
international  rules year.oldracehorse, itwas 
committee. Also named announced Wednesday b  
to IVRU posts were Paul Morton Finder, president 
Phelan, JobnTinher, Mi- of Pine Hollow Stand- 
ehael Clifford and ardbred Sales and 
Merrilyn Currie, all of Management Corp. 
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"INVITES" you to attend 
our "CHRISTMAS SHOW" 
on November 19 from 
~1 
12 noon - 
,.. 5:00 p.m. 
Wide Variety of Christmas 
Items Will Be Displayed. 
20% discount on all 
orders placed on this day. 
191 HAISLA BLVD, Kilimat 
m m m m m m m m m m m m m  
Everyone Benefits 
/% 
Evewyear 
for 7years' 
Everyone who has already bought, or w 
buys this year's Canada Savings Btmds for 
cash, on the Payroll Saving Plan or the 
Monthly Savings Plan will get the new rat 
of 9Va%, even though the application forn 
and bond certificates have die original rat 
printed on them. 
Sales Period Extended 
Investors will now be able to purchase t 
new bonds at face value without payment 
accrued interhst up to and including 
November 22, 1978. 
Higher Purchase Umit 
The individual purchase limit for the n, 
Series has been increased to $50,000. In 
addition, holders of"S24" and "SR" bonds 
may still reinvest all proceeds from their 
maturing bonds in the new Series. 
Payroll/Monthly Saving 
Plans 
For purchases on the Payroll Savings Plan 
and Monthly Savings Plan made on or before 
Buy b.dore,  
I. 
~'T"vember 22, payment schedules will 
Ltinue to be based on the original rate of 
E)'/,,, even though all purchasers will get 
new rate of 9 '/.,%. 
M~r November22 
or bonds purchased for cash after 
vember 22, accrued interest at the new 
: of 9'/,,% will be charged from 
vember I to the end of  the month of 
chase. For instalment purchases made 
".r November 22, payment schedules will 
)ased on the new rate of 9'/.,%. 
~mpound Interest Bond 
Vith the new 9V2% rate of return on the 
'8/79 Series, a $100 Compound Interest 
ld will now grow as follows: 
Nov. 1 Value Nov. 1 Value 
1979 $109.50 1983 $157.42 
1980 $119.90 1984 $172.38 
1981 $131.29 1985 $188.76 
1982 $143.77 
I~gular Interest Bond 
!ach $1,000 Regular Interest Bond will 
now provide an interest payment of $95.00 
every year to maturity in 1985. 
Don't miss otmt! 
m m m m m m m m m m m  m n m m m m m m  
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TEIIHOE DRUGS LTD. 
1201 I(alum 11,16-1214 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
I 
LOCAL ONLY: 
29 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. S4ngleCopy 
3 or more consecutive In. By Carrier 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. By Carrier 
' By Mail 
REFUNDS: By Mail 
First insertion charged for By Mall 
whether run or not. Senior Citizen 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
. SI.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available uport 
request. 
SU'BSCRI PT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive  
October  1, 1977 
3ruth 12.00 
6 mth 22.00 
year 40.50 
year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6367 
' The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED determine page location. 
RATE: The Herald reserves fhe 
22 cents par agate line. right to revise, edit, classify 
Mlnlmum charge $5.00 per or reject any advertisement 
Insertion. and to retaln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and Reply Service, and to repay 
TRANSIENT AD-  the customer the sum paid. 
VERTISING: for the advertisement and 
$3.60 per column inch. box rental. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
.: . . . . . .  D -EADr lN  E 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSI FIE D: 
1:00 p.m. day prior tc 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other t~an 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.~ on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING_. .  DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for, 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
SlO.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
;Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Momorlal Notices 5.50 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those • answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss.. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space~ 
that the liability of the, 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error, 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as' published 
• shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by  the ad- 
vertiser for only one in- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by" the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the Brit ish 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by ,a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved: 
PHONE 635-6357 
.CJasslfled Advertising Dept. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
~NONYMOUS 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone N~etlngs: 
635.3747 or 635.3023. Mon.: 8:30 p.m. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
20¢ CHILD HEALTH CON- 
mth 3.00~ FERENCES. 
year ~.00' Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Herd at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3.4:10 p.m. by appointment 
.,only. 
• PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout he year at In- 
tervals for expectant' 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE " 
• Nursing care In the home 
for those who need It on 
'referral from thelr family 
'doctor. Terrace area only .... 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year •old children. 
Held on third Monday of. 
every month. Develop- 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. .~ 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1 -' 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Stroet. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
'or community health nurse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
OPEN HOUSE 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary 
Nov. 16--7-9p.m. 
Parents are invited to pick 
up their son-daughter's 
report card and talk to their 
course teachers about the 
student's progress, Nov. 16 
between the hours of 7 and 9 
p.m. (nc2-16) 
Annual 
Bazaar & Tea 
of Branch 73, B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners will be held 
Saturday, Nov. 18, 1978 
Banquet room at the Terrace 
Arena, 2 - 4 p.m. (nc7-17) 
United 
Church 
Rape Rellet Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Abortion Counselling Mills Memorial Hospital. 
&CrislsLInefor Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
Women to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
63143U 
SKEENA CENTRE 
5keens Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
- Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
- Day care for workin~ 
people 
- Drop-In for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday fhru Friday 8.4, 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge. 
635.2265. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used plecee of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
'for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
LIfo promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at d35.5136 
Janna at 635..L~03 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening --  6:30 p.m. 
- -  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. (nc.10-14) 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue, 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean' 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup servlce phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfn) 
.¢ 
Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is' 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enioY of, 
think you would enjoy f lying, 
rifle range, outdoor ac-. 
tlvltles and are between 13.1~ 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smlfh at 635.5036 or 
,BOv Tasa at 635-7598 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on December 9 
between 1 and' 5 p.m. Ad- 
mission $1.00 -- 4637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9-9n) 
Christ Church Anglican 
Kitimat, will be holding its 
annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR:: 
ON: 
Saturday, Nov. 35 
from 
l:30p.m.-4 p.m, 
There will be a sewing table, 
tea table, bake table, men's 
gourmet booth, white 
elephant table, plants, 
becks, fish pond for children. 
Come a~ do your Christmas 
shopping. Everyone is 
welcome. (ne14-24) 
Kathryn Cernauskas has 
studied In North America 
and Europewlth some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She Is a very 
versatile musician, per- 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver S¢clety for Early 
Music and being a founder 
member of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, an en. 
semble specializing In the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Davled Humphreys Is a 
British born harplst who has 
recently settled in Van. 
couver. His activities Include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver New Music 
Society and Symphonic 
Canadlana. 
R,E.M. Lee ;l'heatre 
NOV. 25 - -  8 p.m. 
Tickets - $6.00 at door or by 
membership. 
The I,O.F. are holding their 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
on Nov. 26, 1978 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
from 1 . 3 p.m. Christmas 
ornaments and lots of gifts 
for everyone. (nc24-24nov) 
Terrace Little Theatre's first 
production "Vanities" opens 
November !4 and plays Nov. 
16 to 18 and Nov. 23 - 25, 
slurring at S p.m. Tickets are 
$1.50 for Tuesday, Nov. 14, 
$3.00 for Thursdays and $4.00 
for Fridays and Saturdays. 
On sale at McColl's Real 
Estate or at the door. (nc13- 
17) 
Auditions for Terrace LiRle 
Tbeatre's pring production 
of "You're A Good Man 
Chorlie Brown", a musical 
will take place on Nov. 19 at 
1:39 p.m. and Nov. 20 at 7:30 
p.m. at the Tcrraee Little 
Theatre, 3625 Kalum St. 
Phone 638-1418 or 635.9444 for 
more information. (no) 
Terrace Little Theatre needs 
a pianist for rehearsals and 
production of "You're a 
Good Man Charlie Brown." 
Phone 638-1418 or 635.9444 for 
interview information. No 
fortune but lots of fame. (no) 
Order of the Royal Purple ' 
will hold a Novelty and Bake 
Sale on Saturday, November 
18 from 10 to 2 p.m. at 
Overwaitea in the Skeena 
,, Mall. (nc-17n) 
A tea and bazaar will be held 
in Knox United Church on 
saturday, December 2 from 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc-ffn) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
.ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 (ctf) 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a.06) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the jobless, 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479anytlme 
(A JI2) 
SKE ENA COLORS 
Reslclentlal 
Commercial Palnflng 
Phone 636.103$. 
(a14) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, oil 
St. Matthews Anglican metals and batteries. 
Church Women of Terrace Location - Seal Cove 
are having Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Christmos Phone 624-5639 
Bazaar 
Nov. 2S, 1978from DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP " 
2.dp.m. Reconditioned bikes and 
in Church Halt repairs, Reasonable rates 
,c15-24) 1931 Ouoensway Dr. 
I I 
December I 
HERALD 
BAKE SALE 
4 p.m. at the Co-op. Proceeds OLASSIF IEDS 
for the Centennial Christian' 
school, get results! 
Lost from Kalum Lake Drive 
area, large silver grey 
German Shepherd. Answers 
to 'Muskwa'. Is not wearing 
a cellar. 638-1629. (c3-20) 
Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers 
to the name of Dllllnger. 
Reward offered. Phone 635. 
5937 or 638-1613. (aft) 
URGENTLY NEEDED: 
babysitter for two school age 
children. From 3:15 - 11:15 
p.m. Must be in walking 
distance of 4800 Block Scott 
or be able to drive, Live in if 
preferred. $I0 a shift. Phone 
638-1754 before 3 p.m, (p3. 
I?) 
GORD HUBER 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Interested in photography'? 
Gain experience doing team 
photos. We'll train you. Good 
35 m.m. camera, electronic 
flash. Car necessary. Must 
be available for one half hour 
each morning and afternoon. 
And one hour each evening 
for one week. As well as 
Saturday mornings. Cal] 
collect 521-9593. (e-17) 
Full or purl-time. Here is an 
opporlunlty to earn extra 
money, $6 . $0 per hour. 
.Training is available. For 
Interviews call Joan - 638. 
8392 anytime ( F uller Brush ), 
(off) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Connell area on the bench. 
Phone 
635.6357 
(no.off n) 
STAINED GLASS 
Windows --  Lamps-- made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehses. 
638.1403 
(p17-30) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
'Will deliver. 635.3553. 635. 
3260. 635.3294. (nc.tfn) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635.2517. (ctf.O4) 
Kenmore Electric stove - 
white- 22". Crane bathroom 
basin, green; Toilet seat - 
pink. Ski boots - size 3. 
Skates . size 3. Brownie 
uniform - size 8. Phone 635- 
3096 after S p.m. weekdays. 
(c3-16) 
For Sale: winter tires on 12" 
rims. For Vauxhall. Used 
one season - $30 pair. 
Extens ion  ladders ,  
aluminum heavy duty 36' - 
$120. Light duty 24' - $50. 
Speed Queen portable disb- 
washer. Yellow, 18 months 
old. - $300. Phone 635.2042. 
(p3-17) 
14,000 B.T.U. propane 
heater. Wall vent $100. 120 
gal, oil tank $90. Phone after 
5 p.m, 635-7804. (p3-17) 
One Vanguard Camper ' 
Cap. One accordion 120 bass.. 
One 7 year old saddle horse. 
Phone 635-2919 after 5 p.m. 
(1)3.17) 
New Fisher Baby Bear wood 
stove - -  $300. 635.3996. (p3- 
2O) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
6~5-3636. (p20-Gd) 
Oil furnace complete with 
tank for sale. $250 OBO. 
Changed heating to natural 
gas. Phone 635-3510. (c5-17) 
1973 Ford Gaisxie 2 dr. H.T. 
351 engine. P.S., P.B. Good 
running condition. 
30" Tappan & Gurney 
electric range. Phone 635- 
9084. (c4.17) 
Stove & fridge in harvest 
gold. Stove is compact 24" 
range, fully automatic w- 
rottesoire & continuous clean 
oven. Fridge all fridge (no 
freezer compartment). Both 
in excellent condition. Phone 
635-6912. (c4-17) 
3T. PETS 
Irish Setter puppies. Ready 
to go Dec. 1, 1978 --  $50. 
Phone 635-4243. (p3-20) 
1974 Ford Econoline Van. 302 
• Wanted to rent: garage for Retailor 
winter months to store Office Space - V-8 automatic. P.S., P,B. 
vehicle. Phone 635-2154after 2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can Interior fully carpeted. 
5 p.m. (tfn-stf) be separated to 1,100 ft. areas Partially built in. Phone ~-  
in choice location on Lazelle 5639 after 6 p.m. (!)3.17) , 
WANTED Shopping Centre, Terrace, - 
Copiesof September 12, 1978, B.C. 635.3576 or 255-1939 1973 Blazer 4x4. Custom 
Dally Herald. Vancouver. Available Sept.' interior, 5 ton winch, front & 
If brought to office we'll 1, 1978. (elf) smissionrear differential,and 400 C.l. motor,tran" 
pay you $2.o0. (nctfn) B ~  all rebuilt, As new wlthia 
past 12 months. $3,500 or 
trade on van or F.U. Phone 
635-3476. (C3-17) 
BUSINESS NOTICE 
One bedroom suite for rent. OPPORTUNITIES 
W.Wall carpet. Near ForSale Check Mazda prices and 
downtown. No pete please. Complete coffee truck product before buying a 1 or 
$175 per month includes business for sale. Est. 6 2 year ddvehide. You may 
everything. 635-3510. (c5-22) years. Endless potential. No be paying more than a brand 
competition. Total $5,000 new vehicle with no 
Phone 635-4350 after 4 p.m. warrantyl 
(p5-17) Skeena Auto Metal 
Hwy. 16 West 
" ~  Terrace, B.C. 
Well kept 3 bedroom f, ll D.L. 06391A 
basement home, Features 2 (atf) 
fireplaces, built in dish. 
washer, landscaped, con- 1953 Classic Chevy. Com- 1978TransAmTAG,SSpedal 
trolled subdivision on water. 
2042 Cburchill Drive. To view pletely restored to ira- edition. Automatic, P.S., 
maeulate perfection in- P.B. Black with gold pin- 
phone 635-3617. (p3.20) cluding button-tufted leather stripping. T top and many 
interior. Rebuilt engine with other extras. Call 635-3462 
'Must Sell' - -  leaving Edelbrock, dual carbs, after 6 p.m. (c5.17) 
Kitimat. 4 bedroom home on Mallory, Isky, Hurst and 
Brant Street. Open to offers, many chrome accessories. 1971 Mazda P.U. Good 
635-4308. (cl5-16d) Phone 635.6993, 9 a.m. - 3 condition. Ca11635-5970..(pS- 
FOR SALE BY OWNER p.m. (plo-2i) 17) 
Three bedroom home on 
large corner lot. Many 
features must be seen to 
be appreciated, For up- 
• pointment phone 632-2442 
~ ys;632-6728 evenings. (ct4- 
2 bedroom house. Close to - 
school "':'"a nd downtown. 
Asking $35,00g. For ap- 
pointment to view phone 635- 
3890. (p20-20n) 
MUSTSELL 
By builder. 2 brand new 
homes. 1040 sq. ft,, carpet 
throughout, f i replace 
carport. 5 year new home 
builder warranty. C.M.H.C. 
approved and inspected. For 
a price you can a f fo rd -  
under $50,000. For up- MINJSTHY DF ATTORNE¥-SE l lEHAL  
)ointment to view phone Ben 
FaDer Construction. 635. PROBAl ra0N OFF IOERS 
,878. (e10-22) 
$1,316 - $1,61§ 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION An ELIGIBILrl~z L~T. of new recruits will be 
established from this competition to fill probation 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L- officer vacancies throughout the Northern Region. 
shaped home with full Northern allowance paid where applicable. 
basement and fireplace. 
Will finish to your FortbeCorreetionsBranch, to conduct invesligations, 
choice. Phone prepare reports thereon, and assist in Court in sen- 
635.6011 tenting; to assist families in solving problems, 
635.4094 supervise offenders on probation and provide after- 
(attn.026) care services as necessary, ensuring restitution 
payments made as ordered by court; to llalae with 
related community resources and promote interest in 
delinquency-crime pr vention. Appropriate university 
degree, or secondary school graduation and successful 
completion of approved-related training course; 
Wanted to Rent: 3 bedroom proven ability to establish good co.operative 
house close to town. Phone relationships with offenders and with other agency 
635-6617 or 632-7982. workers, Must be prepared to undergo in-service 
(c17nc20,21,22) training period. 
Wanted: Room & Board for Quote Competition 78:2830-68 
single gentlemen. Call 
anytime, leave message. 635. Return applications tothe.Public Service Commission, 
5154. • (p10-29) 1488 Fourth Ave., Prince George, B.C., V2L 4Y2, IM- 
MEDIATELY. 
Wanted to Rent: 2 bedroom 
trailer or house for 2 girls, Positions sre 0pen to both men and women. Canadiancitizensareglvenprefmence 
635-9737. (cS -14-20)  Obtainandreturnapplicationsataddressbelow.unlessotherwiseinOicated 
(~ Province of Bdtish Columbia 
Do you possess the Public Service Commission 
ability to become a: 544 Michigan Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 153 
Successful 
Executive? 
THEN 
We want YOUR talents 
We NEED ~/our talents 
Lets grow TOGETHER 
WE ASK THE 
FOLLOWING OF YOU: 
1. Compatibility wilh 
people 
2. Willingness to relocate 
3. Minimum Grade 12 
education 
4. Front line 
determination 
WE OFFER', 
1. Pride in your 
accomphshments 
2. Good positions 
' 3. Good benefits 
4. Good remuneration 
But most Important of all 
a chance for a secure 
and successful future, 
Excellent opportunity for 
recent graduates. 
mart  
CANADA, LIMITED DA VID PEA SE 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE 
ALDERMAN 
I I  
# 
66. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SALES LTD. ' : 
NEW-- We Invite you to stop 
and see our new llne of 
custom vans from Sundlal 
Camper of Canada. These 
vane feature custom exterlor • 
palnt wlth extremely well 
flnlshed Interlors and 
~present the best of the 
personal vehlcle market. 
USED-  1975 Ford F250 
Crew Cab --  tow mllesge. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
large fatally or contrnctor. 
13560. 
1977 International Terra' 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
power, $7000, 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass St,'o n Wagon. 
Slightly ~O~;'/¢e average 
mllenge. Below average 
I~'lce. $3400. 
1973 International Travelall. 
Low m Ileage, power- 
sfeerlngr power brakes. 
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. $2800. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radial tires. 13000. 
1975 GMC ~/~ Ton Camper 
Spectsl Pick.up Truck. 8200. 
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package. 
Excellent condition. 13S00. 
Denier no. Dl113A. (a.ctf-nl) 
635-2033 
5506 Hwy. 16 W. 
'1975 Datsun P.U. w-2,000 
engine, Winnebago canopy, 
heavy duty bumper, front 
tire mount. 22,00o miles. Best 
offer. Phone 638-8255 after 5 
p.m. (ctfn-n9) 
1974 Ford V~ ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635.9580 after 4. (c..th,F) 
FOB SALE BY OWNER: 
24x48 double wide with 
garage and tool shed. Close 
to school. All appliances 
included. On 75x100 lot. 
Asking $36,000. Phone 635- 
9785. (c10-29n) 
12x48 " 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Located at Duncan, 
Vancouver Island. Phone 
weekends. 635-7364. (p3-20) 
For Sale: 60xl0 trailer with 
14x26 finished jeey shack, 
built on. $8,000 -- will take 
offers. Partially furnished. 
Located at 2188 Lavaina 
Street (Dogwood) Thornhill. 
Phone 63~-~.~5. (c5-22) 
3 bedroom doublewide 
trailer for rent. Set up in 
• Thornldll. Available Dec. 1, 
1978. Phone 635-5676 after 6 
p.m. (c5-22) 
12 x 68 three bdrm. trailer. 
Fully furnished. Joey shack, 
laundry rm. Good condition. 
Set up and skirted In Terrace 
Trailer Court • no. 27. Phone 
638-,1246. (p20-n22) , 
REPOSSESSED A'ND 
NEW MOBILE HOMES 
No down payment O.A.C 
Will fly you into Van= 
couver all exponses paid. 
Phone collect 437.4311 and 
ask for ,'~r. Starks. 
(a10.27oct) 
.i MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobile homes 
from as low as $100.00 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered, 
'rades welcome. 
?hone col lect  591. 
5105. 
(,'ffl 
CALL TO 
TENDER 
THE DISTRICT OF 
TERRACE would like to call 
tenders for SNOW 
REMOVAL from the Arena 
and P001 ParkinghoL~. 
TENDERS be 
forwarded to: 
Parks and Recreation 
Department 
5 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2X6 
ATTENTION: 
Snow Removal 
and should be received no 
later than 4:30 p.m. on 
Monday, November 20, 1978. 
(a2-16,17) 
Vanguard Camper~" 8°6" 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
Prlced to selll Phone 635- 
4094. (etfn-026) 
TREES 
For pruning, surgery and 
moving call 
635-3281 
and free estimate. (c8-24n) 
Dlvorcel $100 plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone . fastl Call Self. 
Counsel Services toll freQ' 
112.800.663-3007. Chargex 
and AMsterchsrge accepted.~ 
(cft.Th) 
90 Hough Loader. 1976 - 2600 
hours. 1976 four wheel drive. 
For the two - ~5,000. Phone 
635-2933. (p10-21) 
Bolen Tractor G14. Snow 
thrower. Roto Spader. 63~. 
3567. (p3-17) 
,\\WATER 
FACTS AND FANCIES 
A Water Thief in Your Home 
Like a thief in the night, 
~ne fixture in your home can 
dlent ly steal thousands of 
~allons of water. 
Who's the thief? Your 
toilet bowl, s frequent felon 
who counts on time and care- 
leanness to make his thefts 
possible. The American Water 
Works Association advises 
you to make at least occas- 
ional checks, because a huge 
quantity of water can be 
wasted every week. 
The most frequent trouble 
spot is the plunger ball at the 
bottom of a toilet tank, al- 
though the overflow pipe 
can be a problem, too. The 
Association suggests you 
open your tank and watch 
what happens during a flush 
so you'll better understand 
how to keep the system in 
watertight repair. 
The water level should 
come up to a half inch or so 
below the overflow pipe. 
Gently bend the float arm 
down, if necessary, so the 
valve shuts off the water at 
that level. If the valve itself 
is leaking, you may need to 
call a plumber. 
Drop a bit of colored 
liquid into the tank. Without 
flushing, see if any comes out 
;- the bowl. If it does, you 
probably have a leak around 
the ball at the bottom of the 
tank. Get busy and fix it. 
And make a note to yourself 
to check again in about six 
months. 
WAREHOUSE SPACE for 
RENT immediately in 
rerrace. Anywhere from 
:,000 to 20,050 square feet. 
~p le  parking and yard 
pace. Also ~eteil store, 
dfice and furniture and 
ixtures available. For 
urther information con. 
tact:- 
Maria DiGiovanni 
MADIG INDUSTRIES 
• LTD. 
5003 Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IB3 
Phone: 635-7124 (Office) 
635-3231 (Home) 
(ac-17) 
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'1 Jo. I "RECIPE" [ IoPPORTUNITIESl . ~zl t r .  art has bun daflnad . the k|nd where you 
em not distracted by reality. Bin ~ - -  
ORo =P'  °° "sCrOR.oME RELIEF DeHghtfulApple-Vegetablesoup W ANTED 
MIXOLOGIST - Should have PARENTS - 8 days per 
experience. $7.12 per hr. month. Mustbea couple with 
previous experience. $840 ISeptember 12, 1978 
WAITRESSES & COCKTAIL per montlt • 
'WAITRESSES - Several 
positions open in the Terrace P.E. TEACHER-Grades1 Issues of the  
area. to 7. 11000 per mouth. 
BABYSITTING & 
HOUSEKEEPING- Several 
positions open in the Terrace 
area. Applicants must 
supply two letters of 
reference. 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must be experienced in sod 
product ion .  Sa la ry  
negotiable. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified. $800+ per 
month. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified jour- 
neyman. $I000 per month. 
MECHANIC'S HELPER - 
Must have experience and 
own tools. Salary negotiable, 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
Must have experience in 
chain link fencing. $13,000 
per yr. 
PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER - 
Must have experience and 
qual, Mi50+ per month. 
INSTRUCTORS- Recreation 
courses for spring term. ~6 
per hr. 
LOCUM- Six month pusition. • 
, Must have grad. expoflence 
in internal medicine, 
l~ychiatry and obstetrics. 
12000 per m~th. 
FIRST AID MAN - All.round 
logger, camp job. Must have 
"C" ticket. IWA rate. DEL IGHTFUL APPLE-VEGETABLE SOUP 
OFFICE ASSISTANT - 50 Keep sllm and trim with Combine all ingredients 
wpm typing. 100 wpm 
shorthand. $940 per month, this d ieters dream ... .  low in soup pot. Simmer 
in  calories and high in 10 to 15 minutes. Do 
COpY TYPIST - 50-55 wpm nutrition, not over-cook as vegetables 
typing. Short term poeitlon. 4 
~.00+ per hr. 1 
GENERAL OFFICE 
CLERK - Filing, mail, 1 
typing. Temporary position. 1 
$860 per mo. 1 
AUXILIARY CLERK 
GRADER OPERATOR -Cat STENO - 4 mo. position. 40 
cups beef broth should be tender crisp. 
cup B.C. Spartan apples Garnish with apple rings 
grated and a sprig of parsley, 
cup cabbage, grated ffdesired. 
cup carrot,grated 
tablespoon lemon juice Makes 6 servings. 
Salt and pepper  to ~ 
taste 
16 grader. Stewart area. wpm typing and dictaphone. 
$1448 per rag. $956 per rag. I 
PROJECT MANAGER - •1 '"~ 
COMP()SINGR00M M=thavebookkeepingnnd i M O B I L E  H O M E  FOREMAN - Must have nutrition knowledge. $180 per . | ~i 
thorough knowledge of all weak. i 
Prev ious  exper ience  I TOYOUR LOCATION 
reqmred. ~i.30 per hr. I 
SOCIAL 
WORKERPSYCHIATRIC- Must have CARPENTER - Must have •| a renowava i lab leonour  lovely 14wideand 
Masters in S.W. $1717+ per own tools. Temporary job. | doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
month. Contra~hasls. I decor, and we custom build to suit. •I Government grant of $2500 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver.  return. For I f reecredit  check and approval  please p h o n e ¢ o l l e C L p a r k e r  Homes of Can da Ltd. 
....~..,ms ~'~.~'11/K ~ '~. / ,~  I I~ '~ l 935-5447 
Q. My eight-month-old girl KI I I l~ lMiB~r l l  ..'~,J'~l 
seems pretty lively, but how cow'syear' milkbUt inis notmanygoodWayS'for • I 
can I be sure she's got the 
right amount of energy for 
her age? 
A. Yot, r doctor is the best 
one to r~assure you on that 
point, but you can help en- 
sure she's getting enough 
food energy by continuing to 
feed her formula or human 
milk. 
such young babies. It is lack- 
ing in some of the nutrients 
they. need and has too much 
of others. These nutrients, 
including the proper amount 
of fat and easy-to-digest pro- 
tein, found in human milk 
and in quality formula such 
as Enfamil, are what helps a 
Many parents witch their young child have the energy 
children to cow's milk about she needs for good growth, 
half way through the first learning and fun. 
QUALIFIED CONTRACTOR 
WANTED 
TO SELL AND ERECT STRAN- 
STEEL PRE-ENGINEERED 
BUILDINGS IN THE TERRACE 
AREA. 
Applicants must be experienced in all phases of 
building construction, able to offer turn key service 
and possess sufficient resources to sustain 
simultaneous projects. 
We offer complete training, advertising and 
engineering support. For more information, please 
apply in writing to: Morgan Sturdy 
District Sales Manager 
S t  ~ Stran-Steel Building Systen~ 
~I l t  R a division of Westeel.Rseco Limited 
• U •  • 9750 Ash Street 
The other woy to b~ld Vancouver, B.C. 
VBP 6C7 
Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herald. 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. 
Bring to the Terrace/Kitimat 
Daily Herald Office. 
- I 
Prime Industrial 
Property 
PRINOE RUPERT, BeG. 
5.2+ acres  located  in Ye l lowhead Centre  
Indust r ia l  Park ,  Prince Rupert ,  fo r  sa le  by 
publ ic  tender  - c los ing date  22 November  
1978. 
Contact  Ms, Ange ls  P las terer  a t  B.C. 
Hydro ,  663-3228, for condit ions of sa le .  
(a4-9,10,14,16) 
WANTED 
CARRIERS 
for the 
The Pr ince  Ruper t  Vis i tors '  Bureau has an  opening for the  
posit ion of P" e in , Clark and Mul ler 
Co-ordinator I I route in Thornhil l  
Duties to consist of: 
Loca l  & Outside promotion; office management;  training 
programs for staff and related duties. Trained Travel 
Counsellor preferred. Applicant must have car and Hcense. 
Sa lary  negot iable and  commensurate  
Range:  $1Z,000 - -  15,000, 
with expeflence. 
Apply to Mr, Hugh Charbonneau,  
Cha i rman Board  of Directors,  
Box No. 277, 
P r ince  Ruper t ,  B.C, 
V8J 3P6 
(nov 15,16,17) 
Also 
the McConnel l  area 
on the Bench. 
636-6367 
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have hugo shade trees. The ones on the south don't D Abby shade their lot as much ea they do ouro. 
e a r -~=,  to ratse a garden is difficult in all the shade, r o s s w o r 
We love trees, but with the leads of leaves soon to 
come, do we ask the blends at three sides to trim the 
trees, remove them, or help us clean up our y~?  
Perhaps they will pay more attention to Dear A by 
than to us. It my be pmaible that others have this ACROSS 50 muminated, 5 Urban 23 Gl's 
same problem now that leaves are ..c~m~.. down... 1 Pigtail of,yore dwelling address 
Oneeartoonshowedaguywithapue°fleaveamms 6,,You used to 5Z Most adept 6Comedieune 241,006,to 
yard with no trees of his own. lmogene Tacitus 
FIRST TIME WRITER 
DEAR ABBY: Right out of I~h school I started 
working for my father. He's a plumber and owns his 
own company. 
I decided that because my brother and l would 
probably inhorit our fatber's business coe day, I slmuld 
go to school and lesm 811 1 could about he business, l 
went o school ~ and worked days for my father, 
andI Just got my diploma. Now I'm familiar with 
blueprints and ecUmating and everything a competout 
plumber should know. 
I happen to be a girl, and that's the proMem. People 
seem to think that girk who perform tide kind of work 
have to be fat and ugly. l'm far from ugly. (I placed 
sixth in the Mtsa Minmesota beauty contmt,) Men on 
my Jobs try to pick me up. When I walk ~ a 
warehouse, I get whktl~! at and lo~knd over ate a 
piece of raw meat. But worst of all, l~ople keep a..ck~. 
mewhy I am deluge mun's Job.Thisis note man-s ~ou. 
It belouge to anybody who can do it rl~t. I take pride 
in my work, and Just once I wish people would notice 
my work Imtead of my behindl 
PLUMBING AWAY IN MINNEAPOLIS 
DEAR PLUMBING: Don't complain. You're ahead 
of the game. Agood plumber with 8 nice behind is hard 
to find. 
DEAR FIRST TIME: You can't love trees without 
loving their leaves. You can't have it both ways; so get 
out the rake, and. count your blessings. 
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago you [lave me a 
recipe for Southern pecan pie. Every year I bake it for 
my family around Thanksgvt~ and Chrktmestime 
and it's always the hit of the dinner. 
Recently I rode It for my bridge club and every 
woman there wanted the recipe. I dldn't hink it would 
be right to pass it out without your permission. If you 
eay no, I will gusrd it with my llfe. 
PECAN PIE LOVER 
DEAR LOV~I~: I bopa your life is wmh more than 
one cup of v~Mte corn syrup, one cup d dark brown 
sugar, one-lrdrd cup of melted butter, one heaping cup 
~ shelled Fecane, three whole egp, a daak of vunilla 
nnd a pk~'~h e~ si l l  
Mix ~ve  ingpredtents well, pour into an unbelted ~- 
inch pastry pie shell and bake in 3S&~egree oveu for 
to 50 minutes. Cool and top it with whipped erem or 
ice cream. But served plain, notMng ~ fldsl (P.8. ! 
can't understand why anyme would refuse to share a 
recipe. Sharing enhances the enJoymenL) 
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church 
wedding or a simple do.your-own4hing ¢oremuny, get 
Abby's new bo~ktet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding." 
Send $1 end a ling, stamped (~8 cents) self.addressed 
envelope to Abby: 13~ Lneky Drive, Beverly Hills, 
Calif. 110313. 
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-- 10 54 Ody~eus' 
o'clock... " homeland 7 Carry on 
1~ Having a 55 Updated like Cicero 
raspy voice version 8 Debussy 
13 Menacin~ 56 Ruth, to opus: 
phra~ Jimmy "La - - "  
14 Cholc~ Carter 9 Politician's 
15 Lurch from 57 Calendar moment 
side• to side units 10 On the 
16 Being DOWN briny 
17 Part of I Beverages I I  Care for 
Q.E.D. Z Latvian 18 Garden.er's 
19 Bounder coins implement 
SO Tibetan 3 Shak~spear- 18 Metes out 
priest Pan tmp~ Zl ~' -- Lay 
n ~e ~ Pra~ w~th 
24 TaMe metric 
protector Averoge ~clution Uume: 23 man. 
27 Pairs i ~  ]-~-~NIEIL I L . ,  IDlE ISJ 28 Italian city 
n English . 
novelist 
35 Dies -- 
36 Pitch 
3'/-- King [TlisIAIEMi~ IOIRIAIEI 
.Cole 
38 Pronoun 
4O Pen points ~ 
42 Sixth sense 
44 Catalogue 
46 Time "11-4 
divisions A~wer to. yest.erday's puzzle.. 
25 Tune 
26 Gads 
28 Hygienic 
30 Moroccan 
seaport 
(var.) 
31 Beat area 
33 -- along 
(manage) 
34 Spider's 
creation 
39 Golfer's 
bugaboo CRYPTOQU[P ' "-" 
41 Alebunm 
Dying" city 
(Faulkner) 42 Don't put ~ 
these in 
one • 
Horoscope 
Frances  Drake  " 
What kind of day wil~ planning plus your unusual - ,~QUARIUS ~ 
today be? To find out vitality will get you through. (Jan. 21'to Feb. 19) 
what the stars say, read ViRGO ~Uk Your ability to shrug off 
the forecast given for (Aug. 24 to Sept. 20) ~dL problems comes in handy. 
your birth sign. ' Keep an eye on money and Bouncy optimism will carry a 
'AniES , , ,  ,~ avoid tendencies to be day that starts ~f badly. 
'Mar 21 to Am" 20~'~ careless with it. Don't do PISCES V~;:~" 
ln~t"~lnlnn %~le~ one anytid~ extravBgont. Avoid (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 7 ~  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~-"  0 minute this wa one minute an ~ge.~ gamble with big or . Material thin@ occupy  u 
Y' ~ 81~u[eB. today-  good clothing, the that. It's no time to be pinned 
down to a decision. Do what is 
necessary to stab for time. 
TAURUS U ~  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Don't let ambition cause you 
to overlook someone lower 
LmRA 
(sept 24 to Ont. w3),fi:A'~ 
In momouts of need, you 
always are ready and 
to help those you love. Today 
offer a helping hand for no 
other ressun other thun to 
right restaurants, a suitable 
address, etc. Don't put 
overdue emphasison status 
symbols. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
something of the ham in your 
By Eugene Sbeffer 
basket PWIEDR YDNDOBPD EBO E BAo 
43 lndira's 
garb RWND FBAAG IBPG'Y  FDBNR 
45 Caesar's 
read ~ Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- SISTER IS FOND OF TENDER 
47 Word with ~ FILLET OF SOLE . . . .  
admiral ~ Today's Cryptoquip clue: W equam u 
48 Queries 1'1be Crypt~inip Is a slmple substitution dl~er in which each 
49 Agnes' title, letter used stands for another. If you ~.  that X equ~llSo~t ' 
for short will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single mtte~., mo~ w :..-, 
51 Rent and words using an apostrophe can ~lve you crees to locaun~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial una error. 
53 Spelling 
cgntes t © t97e ~ F~tum Sy~. ,  ~=, 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
CATFISH 
By Stan Lee and John RomJta 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
I I I 
down on the ladder. A slight 
could spark the beOmlng d a Maw you care. . nature. A born perfermer, you . . . . . . . .  
problem that could grow SCORPIO . are at your best when •in the 
. . . . . . . .  r " I t ,  ~om~t .  Th~ trait ~ make | serious, slowing you (Oct, 24 to Nov. ~.) ~ . . . . . .  ,=..m ,u. _..,.. _ if 
progress. Your artistic talent should ~vu mcm© u Lu:© pm~;v ~,  . ": I 
Gwum ' - -  ~-  make ~ a very ereaUve Wsueo,  coma l .a  you m a , ~ . 
(May 23 '^ " ~ o,~ ] i ~  a... #.. o ~..'7,'. , I~,~i,a career in TV, radio; the ~ ~  ~ ~I 
,,, . . . . . .  , f ~ i  . . . . . . . .  ,.~ . . . . .  o theater or films. Marvelously Your impuis/vuness Is a evening is in your orecust. ., . . . . . . .  M . ,  . . . .  ='-"-~ on 
delightful trait -- but keep it SAGITrARIUS . Jt~ re©v=, qm~. ~, ~ i , , ,a~ 
u~der~oloryouco~ <Nov.~to~.,l) ~ '~ OP.~_Y, -~'~,~! 
• .,.,,--~tr .4,1,, ,.,,,. ,,~,,hu, If vm, '~uld act away from t~u, m~um u, ;uur wa; ,, ;uu v O ~ O 
CANCER ~. .  relatives whose problems ~, '~ .7"" '4. . . . .  
(June ~ to July 23) ~ wei~h you down, youwouldba anvanmgo o t ev.ery op- - • .... 
Better days are co~ns.., a ~e ~Zt .  To .h i  you need ~r~nlLY,~_ ~,_azLL. lur  
afne,4'inn ~nht  he, am' q~lm la  nn  8 break from dn~lnm.v  i l m u s c J t S m u v ~  m m ~  n u M ~ : ~ m  
~'0"~ "'~' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' you could rise to the top In excellent ime to undertake CAPRICORN , ,~-~ . . . . . . . . . .  inlRnce or DuJ~ees. 151r~nag8 new activities that p¢omise (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V'O ~v . . . . . . . . . . .  
Of Mary Margareg Mcurlne, business and social success. Today you will hear from - : : __  __  _ the OF ID D, .  Brant LEO t t . . .~  one of the many people who auume ..~,~,. :a  m ~.m- WIZARD "x "~"nd . ,o , ,nnr  Parker Hart 
mentator, ~:~ue ~naco, ]azz . . , (July 24 to AUg. w3)¢6~ have your best interests at . . . . . .  
' ea L v n v r macron, tscorge ~ !~8~ There Just doesut seem h rt. o i g lb ations ; ~m.. . . 
time to do everything you hope surround you because you are. man, pmywngn~. 
to accomplish today. Efficient speciaL • © 1978 Kin s Features Syndicate. inc. 
• , B.C. By Johnny Hart 
I !1  °"1111 I I I1-" "'°" : \ 
, . . . . .  ~, . ,~,, , .~, ,~ ~ . . . . . . .  i - ' - ' -  C~ATAIN! \ I x ~40~!  t I I 
why you're l imping. You lost. ~ ,  heel off 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ ~,  *~ . . . . . .  %-  * ~ ,  , ] i 1 q * gq . S - , . I ,  , 
